
MINUTES

CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

OCTOBER 27-28, 2005
The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on October 27 and 28, 2005, at the Vintners Inn1

in Santa Rosa, California.  The meeting was attended by Judge Lee H. Rosenthal, Chair; Judge2
Michael M. Baylson; Judge Jose A. Cabranes; Judge David G. Campbell; Frank Cicero, Jr., Esq.;3
Professor Steven S. Gensler; Daniel C. Girard, Esq.; Judge C. Christopher Hagy; Justice Nathan L.4
Hecht; Robert C. Heim, Esq.;  Hon. Peter D. Keisler; Judge Paul J. Kelly, Jr.; Judge Thomas B.5
Russell; and Chilton Davis Varner, Esq..  Professor Edward H. Cooper was present as Reporter, and6
Professor Richard L. Marcus was present as Special Reporter.  Judge David F. Levi, Chair, Judge7
Sidney A. Fitzwater, and Professor Daniel R. Coquillette, Reporter, represented the Standing8
Committee. David Bernick, a former member of the Standing Committee, also attended.  Judge9
James D. Walker, Jr., attended as liaison from the Bankruptcy Rules Committee.  Peter G. McCabe,10
John K. Rabiej, James Ishida, and Jeff Barr represented the Administrative Office.  Thomas Willging11
represented the Federal Judicial Center.  Ted Hirt, Esq., Department of Justice, was present.  Alfred12
W. Cortese, Jr., Esq., attended as an observer.13

Judge Rosenthal opened the meeting by introducing new members Campbell and Gensler.14
She noted that the members they replaced, Dean John Jeffries and Judge Shira Scheindlin, were each15
unable to attend this meeting, but that Judge Scheindlin expects to attend the November 18 Style16
Project hearing.  Both Dean Jeffries and Judge Scheindlin sent messages to express their17
appreciation of the years they spent working with the Committee.18

November 18 Style Rules Hearing19

It seems likely that the November 18 hearing will be the only one of the three scheduled20
Style Project hearings to be held.  The November 18 hearing will focus on a presentation of the work21
done by a group organized by Professor Stephen Burbank and Gregory Joseph.  Several teams, each22
composed of one academic and one practicing lawyer, divided the rules among them.  They have23
prepared a thorough, rule-by-rule, study of the published Style Rules.  The   study looked for24
possible changes of meaning and also sought still better ways of restyling.  They also have25
deliberated on the wisdom of undertaking the Style Project.  The Committee is grateful to them for26
undertaking this work.  The format of the November 18 "hearing" will not be the usual "witness-27
testimony" format.  Instead, it will be more in the form of roundtable discussion.28

One of the questions to be addressed in November will be the question whether the Style29
Project might have unintended supersession effects.  The concern is that because all of the Civil30
Rules will, according to the intended schedule, take effect as a package on December 1, 2007, some31
rules may supersede statutes enacted after the day an inconsistent rule provision was originally32
adopted.  This would reverse the situation on November 30, 2007, when the inconsistent statute33
would have superseded the earlier inconsistent rule provision.  An example is provided by Rule 11.34
Rule 11 was last amended in 1993.  The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act was enacted in35
1995, including provisions that supersede inconsistent provisions in Rule 11.  The argument might36
be made that Style Rule 11 will come to supersede the 1995 statute.37

Brief discussion pointed out three matters of common agreement within the Committee.38
First, the Style Project is not intended to effect any change in the supersession effects of any rule.39
Each rule should have the same supersession effect on December 1, 2007, as it had on November40
30. This conclusion inheres in the purpose to restate the rules’ language without any change of41
meaning.  Second, the Style Project can be accomplished without changing the supersession effect42
of any rule.  Third, the question remains open as to how best to ensure the intended non-effect.  It43
would be possible to expand the first paragraph of the Committee Note to each rule that explains the44
purpose of the Style changes; the alternative of providing the additional explanation only in the45
Committee Note to Rule 1 would save many repetitions, but might not draw attention when46
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arguments are made about the supersession effects of a particular rule and statute.  A second47
approach would be to include a statement of the null effect in the Supreme Court Order that48
transmits the Style Rules to Congress.  This would be clear, but could easily become even more49
obscure to most lawyers and judges than a statement in the Rule 1 Committee Note.  A third50
approach would be to include the statement in Style Rule 86, which addresses the effective date of51
rules amendments.  Perhaps some other approach may be found.  The question is how to establish52
an accessible rule of interpretation.53

Discussion noted that the only similar question to arise with either the Appellate Rules or54
the Criminal Rules focused on Criminal Rule 48(b) and the Speedy Trial Act.  The Criminal Rules55
Committee decided to restyle the rule, but not to attempt to revise it to conform to the statute.  They56
attempted to make clear the intent to have no effect on the relationship between statute and rule.57
There has not been any hint that this approach has led to any difficulty.58

The first signs of the overall reactions of the Burbank-Joseph group indicate that individual59
views on the wisdom of the Style Project vary.  Some are enthusiastic.  Others are mildly uneasy.60
Still others are opposed, some strongly.  There has not been time yet to evaluate the direct responses61
on a rule-by-rule basis — they have only just arrived — but a quick initial scan shows largely62
familiar issues.  There do not seem to be great difficulties on the individual rule level.63

April Meeting Minutes64

The draft minutes for the April 14-15, 2005 Committee meeting were approved, subject to65
technical corrections.66

September Judicial Conference67

Judge Rosenthal reported that all of the Civil Rules amendments proposed for adoption by68
the Standing Committee were approved on the Judicial Conference consent calendar.  The69
amendments included the several rules changes dealing with discovery of electronically stored70
information, new Supplemental Rule G on civil asset forfeiture, and amended Rule 50(b) to enhance71
the procedure for renewing a motion for judgment as a matter of law after submission to the jury.72

Judge Levi observed that the June Standing Committee agenda was the fullest in memory.73
The Evidence Rules Committee brought up four rules to resolve longstanding circuit conflicts.  One74
that caught particular attention deals with the admissibility in later proceedings of statements made75
in settlement discussions.  This proposal also was approved on the Judicial Conference consent76
calendar.77

The Bankruptcy Rules Committee has been incredibly busy.  The new bankruptcy legislation78
requires rules changes and new forms within six months.  Approximately ten years worth of79
rulemaking was accomplished in four months, leaving time to disseminate the results.  The rules and80
forms alike deal not only with complex technical issues, but also with important policy questions.81

Appellate Rule 32.1 was very controversial in the Judicial Conference. Four circuits do not82
permit citation of "unpublished" opinions; nine do.  The leading opponent of Rule 32.1, which83
allows parties to cite "nonprecedential" opinions, concluded his remarks by observing that the rule84
would be retroactive.  A motion to make the rule prospective was not much opposed.  Having agreed85
that the rule would require the circuits to allow citation only of opinions adopted after the rule takes86
effect, the Conference overwhelmingly approved the rule.87

Judge Rosenthal added that the Standing Committee spent a lot of time on the electronic-88
discovery rules.  As challenging as these were, they were all approved and no Judicial Conference89
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member sought to take them off the consent calendar.  Informal expressions by several members90
well-informed on electronic-discovery issues indicated that they had planned to move the rules to91
the discussion calendar, but that careful study of the proposals showed that they were much92
improved from earlier versions and did not require discussion.  That is a great compliment to the93
way the process worked, not only with the hard work in the Advisory Committee and Standing94
Committee, but also in the thoughtful work done by so many participants in the public comment95
period and in the several meetings that prepared the way before the rules were published.96

It was noted that several rules changes will take effect on December 1, 2005.  They clean up97
small details.  The package headed toward an effective date of December 1, 2006, includes many98
broader changes.99

Legislative Report100

John Rabiej reported that this Congress again is considering a bill to restore mandatory101
sanctions to Rule 11.  Among other provisions it would require suspension from practice after "three102
strikes."  Similar bills have been introduced in earlier Congresses, always in the House; a bill passed103
the House in the last Congress, but was not taken up in the Senate.  The Administrative Office has104
again sent a letter expressing Judicial Conference opposition to the legislation, including an account105
of the Federal Judicial Center survey that showed overwhelming support among federal judges for106
the 1993 Rule 11 amendments.  The House is likely to vote on the bill soon, and to send it to the107
Senate.108

E-Government Rules109

Judge Fitzwater noted that the E-Government Rules, including Civil Rule 5.2, have been110
published.  He attended a Courtroom 21 conference last week where the rules were discussed.  The111
"two-tier" provision of Civil Rule 5.2, presumptively limiting remote public electronic access to112
records in social security and immigration cases, drew the most comment.  The conference group113
included people who have strong interests in public access to court records and who fear that this114
provision is at the top of a slippery slope that will lead to additional restrictions on remote public115
access.116

Administrative Office117

Peter McCabe observed that there is a budget crisis throughout the judiciary.  The118
Administrative Office has many open positions.  But Jeff Barr will be working with the Rules Office119
on a regular basis.120

Advisory Committee and Standing Committee agenda materials soon will be available on121
line.122

Old records, back to 1934, are gradually being put into electronic form. Some records123
continue to be missing, but real progress has been made.124

The Rules website is being used a lot more now.  It will prove to be an invaluable research125
tool as more and more information is made available.  The research will be particularly helpful in126
enabling retrieval of the work of earlier committees on topics that relate to current projects.  If Rule127
56 is restored to the active agenda, for example, the extensive work that went into the proposal that128
failed of adoption in 1992 will be a great help.129
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Federal Judicial Center Report130

Judge Rosenthal prefaced the Federal Judicial Center Report by noting that the Judicial131
Conference is committed to study the Class Action Fairness Act’s impact on federal courts.  This132
Committee will be involved.  The study will help to illuminate additional resource needs that may133
emerge from an increase in federal-court class actions.  In addition, the Act requires a report on good134
settlement practices within 12 months.  Beyond that, the Act may generate practices that have a135
general impact on Rule 23, showing a need for further work on class-action litigation.136

Thomas Willging described the FJC proposal distributed to the Committee as an overview137
of the study design.  Other Judicial Conference committees will focus primarily on the impact of138
CAFA on federal-court resources.  It is important that the study also do what it can to shed light on139
rule-based issues.140

The study will focus on three aspects of impact.  One is the impact on filings — how many141
new class actions are brought to federal courts as a result of CAFA?  How can the incremental142
CAFA filings be distinguished from natural growth in class actions?  The increment cannot be143
measured directly, but it may be approximated through a process of triangulation.  One factor will144
be whether the action involves state claims — but if federal claims are included, it will remain145
uncertain whether the federal claims were added only because the plaintiff anticipated that the action146
would in any event wind up in federal court.  Distinctions will be drawn between cases originally147
filed in federal courts and cases brought to federal courts by removal.  The types of action will be148
considered, in such categories as personal injury, product liability, property damage, and so on.149
Trend lines in filings for these various types of actions will be considered; we know that class-action150
filings increased in the 10 years before CAFA, and can account for that in projecting what would151
have happened without CAFA.152

A second aspect of impact will be at the motions level and beyond.  Are there more motions153
to dismiss or to remand?  For class certification?  To approve settlements?  What types of classes154
are defined — nationwide, statewide, or something else?  Comparisons at the motions level will be155
difficult.  The study will compare the two years from February 18, 2003 through February 17, 2005156
with the two years from February 18, 2005 through February 17, 2007.  This will not be a direct157
measure of CAFA’s impact, but it will shed some light.  This is a fast-moving field.158

A third impact is at the appellate level.  CAFA provides a new form of appeal jurisdiction159
from orders granting remand — how many appeals are sought?  How many are granted?160

The study will be able to generate preliminary information about filing and removal rates161
within a few months.  But more complete information will take 2 years, 3 years, or even longer.  The162
study cannot be rushed without skewing the information provided.163

Discussion began by noting that apart from the jurisdiction provisions, CAFA includes other164
provisions that bear more directly on Rule 23 practice.  Coupon settlements and attorney fees are165
regulated.  Notice of settlements must be given to public authorities.  Section 1715(b)(5) goes166
beyond Rule 23(e)(2) in requiring notice of "side agreements."  This and other provisions could167
affect opt-out choices.  It is possible that the impact on federal courts will be shaped by the desire168
of all parties to be in state court, where it may be easier to achieve a binding settlement.169

Discussion continued by noting that some of the inconsistencies between CAFA procedures170
and Rule 23 may not affect many cases.  The "Bank of Boston" provision, for example, § 1713,171
allows approval of a settlement that obliges any class member to pay sums to class counsel that172
would result in a net loss to the class member only on a written finding that nonmonetary benefits173
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to the class member substantially outweigh the monetary loss.  This sort of settlement will occur174
infrequently, if ever.  Some of the information that must be provided to federal and state officials175
on settlement will be difficult to get; it is beyond what Rule 23(e) requires.  The cost of not176
providing it is that people are not bound by the settlement; this may create an incentive to avoid177
federal court.  It has been rare to dismiss an action after certification in order to refile in state court;178
if that starts to happen, it may be a good sign that these CAFA provisions are having an impact on179
practice.180

There is a lot of CAFA case law so far, but it focuses on the effective date, including the181
impact of Rule 15 relation-back concepts on amendments made after the effective date in actions182
filed before the effective date.  It focuses also on assigning the burden on a motion to remand —183
does it lie on the removing party, or on the party who seeks remand?184

It was noted that the study will be able to show appearances by the officials who get CAFA185
notices.186

The study also will be able to show whether actions seem to concentrate in particular federal187
courts.188

It was further noted that Rule 23 settlement-class proposals have been kept on hold to see189
how the Amchem decision plays out.  Experience under CAFA may help to show whether these190
questions should be taken up again.191

One troubling question is what happens when the parties stipulate to certification of a class192
for purposes of seeking approval of a proposed settlement but the settlement is not approved.193
Should they be estopped from questioning certification of the same class for litigation purposes?194
A much-criticized Seventh Circuit decision says that agreement on a class definition and195
certification for settlement should remain binding even if the settlement is not approved.  It was196
noted that this can be a real problem for a defendant — once you start down the settlement road, you197
need to define a class you can live with.  But it should remain possible to argue that a class that is198
manageable for settlement purposes is not manageable for trial.199

Another observation was that it will be interesting to see what unintended effects CAFA will200
have.  One possibility is that the parties will "park" cases in state courts to provide an escape from201
federal court.  Having settled, they may prefer to seek approval in a state court to avoid the possible202
disruption of notice to government officials; when the settlement is mutually desired, no party has203
an incentive to remove the action to federal court even though CAFA removal would be available.204

CAFA also may lead to more frequent and more sophisticated attacks on settlements, not205
only by public officials but by other objectors.  A lawyer connected to a state attorney general will206
be able to get authority to appear for the attorney general, mounting a well-financed attack.  "The207
stakes will increase."  "Bad" objectors may gain increased influence.208

Agenda — General209

Judge Rosenthal introduced the agenda by noting that this meeting provides a contrast to the210
intense work at recent meetings to advance proposals dealing with major, complex, and often211
controversial topics.  There will be a lot of final-stage work on the Style Project over the next212
several months, but the time has come to draw back a bit to consider what topics might be addressed213
next.214

The agenda book presents three types of materials.  First are a number of lingering agenda215
suggestions that might be dropped from the docket for lack of foreseeable interest over the next few216
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years.217

A second type involve a number of discrete topics that have been considered at intervals,218
without ever benefiting from sufficient time for an informed decision whether to develop a concrete219
proposal or to move on without proposing changes.  Included in this group are such topics as220
"indicative rulings"; pleading amendments, both in general and with respect to relation back; jury221
polling; and Rule 30(b)(6) depositions of an organization.222

The third set of topics includes longer projects.  The time counting project has been launched223
by appointing a subcommittee that crosses the several advisory committees.  Judge Mark Kravitz224
chairs the subcommittee; Chilton Varner is the Civil Rules member.  The subcommittee has225
developed a template for common issues that span the several sets of rules.  The template will be226
submitted to the advisory committees for consideration at the spring meetings.  Once methods of227
computing time are set, each advisory committee will consider the need to adjust specific time228
periods in its own set of rules.  For the Civil Rules, consideration of specific time periods will extend229
beyond simple accounting for changes in the computation rules.  Some of the specific periods230
present obvious problems — indeed the problems are so apparent that no one expects these periods231
to be observed.232

Two other possible long projects include reconsideration of notice pleading and revising the233
procedures that surround summary judgment.  These projects would consider basic issues of how234
courts decide cases, and the ways in which parties and lawyers litigate.  For many years various235
groups have asked that these topics be seriously considered.  The present purpose is not to decide236
what the outcome might be, nor even to decide immediately whether to commit to a full-blown237
project.  Instead the purpose is to begin deliberating the question whether one or both of these238
subjects is ripe for further work in the near future.239

Finally, the Class Action Fairness Act may provide an occasion for deciding whether we240
should soon return to the class-action provisions of Civil Rule 23.  It is too early even to guess what241
impacts it will have, but the consequences may generate new issues that will require consideration.242

Time Project243

Chilton Varner reported on the work of the Standing Committee Subcommittee that is244
directing the time project.  The Subcommittee is primarily responsible for achieving a uniform245
approach by the several advisory committees to the rules that govern time computations.  In addition246
to uniformity, simplification is an important goal.  The specific periods allowed for specific247
procedures are left to the primary responsibility of each advisory committee.248

The Subcommittee has met once and has reached consensus on a number of issues.  Many249
issues have presented no problem.  All the sets of rules, for example, agree that the day from which250
a time period runs should be excluded in computing the period.251

The "11-day" rule, on the other hand, is confusing.  This is the rule that excludes252
intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays in computing periods of less than 11 days.  [In253
the Bankruptcy Rules the period is less than 8 days.]  It is counter-intuitive that a 14-day period254
often can be shorter than a 10-day period.  The Subcommittee believes that "days should be days."255
If that approach is adopted, the Appellate Rules Committee can revise the few Appellate Rules that256
deliberately refer to "calendar days" in order to escape the 11-day rule.257

The Subcommittee has agreed that the changes in time-computing rules should be made258
simultaneously in all of the individual sets of rules.  As a practical matter that will require that all259
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of the work in reconsidering specific time periods will have to be done by a single effective date.260
Eliminating the 11-day rule, for example, would have a dramatic effect on the meaning of the many261
10-day periods in the Civil Rules.  Many of those periods should be reconsidered before the new262
computing rule takes effect.263

There is continuing uncertainty as to what should be done with the rules, such as Civil Rule264
6(a), that excuse filing on a day when the clerk’s office is inaccessible because of "weather or other265
conditions."  Electronic filing tests this rule in at least two directions.  In one direction, difficulties266
with computer systems may mean either that the court’s system is unable to accept filings or that the267
filer’s system is unable to transmit a filing.  In another direction, the court’s computer system may268
be accessible for filing when weather or other conditions prevent access to the clerk’s office. It is269
not clear whether the time has come to adapt these rules to the circumstances of electronic filing.270

The Subcommittee began with a disposition to eliminate the provisions such as Civil Rule271
6(e) that allow an additional 3 days for filing after service by any means other than personal service.272
But study has suggested that there may be difficult issues here; no resolution has been reached.  It273
may be that this question is bound up with disposition of the individual time periods allowed by274
specific rules — they may be made sufficient to allow for delays in transmission by mail, computer275
malfunctions, and the like.  At the same time, elimination of Rule 6(e) and parallel rules might tempt276
lawyers to pick a mode of service that as a practical matter reduces the time available to respond.277

Another issue that needs consideration is the handling of periods expressed in hours.  Some278
statutes are beginning to adopt such periods.  If the final hour falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal279
holiday, when should the constructive concluding hour run?280

Another set of problems arise from "backward-looking" deadlines, such as the Civil Rule281
56(c) requirement that a summary-judgment motion be filed at least 10 days before the time fixed282
for a hearing.  The difficulties arise because often there is not a fixed date to count back from.283

Discussion began with the observation that time rules are very important.  Lawyers devote284
great effort to calculating time periods, yet mistakes are made.  And periods expressed in terms of285
service can raise difficult fact disputes; when a period can be measured with respect to filing there286
is a clear event that the court knows without difficulty.287

Another set of questions may arise from the scope of the time rules.  Civil Rule 6(a), as288
parallel provisions in other rules sets, applies to computing time periods set by statutes.  This aspect289
of the rule may generate some unanticipated consequences.290

Yet another set of questions arises from the Civil Rule 6(b) combination of generous291
provisions for extending time periods with a flat prohibition on extending the times for motions292
under Rules 50, 52, 59, and 60.  The prohibition generates two kinds of problems.  One is that293
lawyers frequently overlook this rule, seeking extensions that cannot be given.  When on occasion294
a judge cooperates in overlooking the rule, the consequence can be loss not only of the right for295
post-judgment relief but also loss of the right to appeal.  The other problem is that the 10-day periods296
provided in Rules 50, 52, and 59 may be too brief to support effective motions in complex cases.297
District courts can circumvent this problem by the expedient of delaying entry of judgment, but that298
approach requires that the need for more time be anticipated and even then exists in tension with the299
prohibition against a direct extension.300

It also was noted that the Criminal Rules Committee likes the oft-repeated suggestion of one301
participant that time periods often should be expressed in multiples of 7 days.  The advantage would302
be to reduce the number of occasions on which a period ends on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal303
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holiday.304

A choice must be made as to the best method for considering the great many time periods305
established in the Civil Rules.  It may be desirable to provide for consideration by dividing the306
Committee into two subcommittees, with review in the full Committee.  But it may be desirable307
instead to address the questions initially in the full Committee to facilitate uniform approaches.308

Agenda Cleansing309

The agenda materials included brief summaries of 33 proposals that have been held on the310
docket, some of them for several years, without eliciting any sign of interest.  Some of them seem311
worthy ideas that nonetheless are too much points of detail to warrant constant fiddling with the312
rules.  They were presented for discussion on a rule that any member could retain any proposal on313
the docket for further development at a future meeting.  There was brief discussion of two of the314
proposals.315

Uncertainty was expressed as to the nature of the problems that might arise from the 2000316
Rule 5(d) amendment that reduces the filing of discovery materials; in 1999 the Standing Committee317
was concerned that the change might affect evidentiary privileges.  There has not been any sign of318
difficulty since the amendment took effect, and the Reporter of the Evidence Rules Committee sees319
no reason for concern.  320

Another of these items suggested amendment of Rule 7.1 to address failure to provide the321
required disclosure statement.  The Rules Office staff conducted a survey of district court clerks in322
10 districts, large and small.  Nine of the ten said there was no problem.  The clerk for the Southern323
District of Indiana said there is a problem, but not one that merits rule revision.  Failure to file a324
required statement is handled by contacting the parties.325

A motion to delete all of these items from the discussion docket passed unanimously.326

Rule 8(c)327

Apart from the notice pleading question discussed separately, the agenda presents two small328
questions about Rule 8(c).  Each emerged from the Style Project.329

One question is whether the designation of "contributory negligence" as an affirmative330
defense should be revised to reflect the general adoption of comparative negligence in place of331
contributory negligence.  Only a few states continue to cling to contributory negligence.  A change,332
however, would force choice of a new term.  Should it be comparative negligence?  Comparative333
fault, because comparison is used with respect to non-negligence claims, as when a manufacturing334
defect claim of strict liability is met by a defense that the plaintiff was negligent in using the335
defective product?  Or, more accurately still, comparative responsibility because the single336
numerical allocation of responsibility encompasses both degree of departure from the required337
standard of care and also relative causal contribution?  It was observed that there is no apparent sign338
of difficulty arising from continued reference to contributory negligence, either because everyone339
understands it to embrace comparative responsibility or because the extension is automatically made340
by example through the residuary language of Rule 8(c) encompassing "any other matter341
constituting an avoidance or affirmative defense."  Given the disposition of the larger questions342
addressed to Rule 8(c), no final determination was made on this question.343

The second question was raised by the longstanding suggestion that "discharge in344
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bankruptcy" is no longer an affirmative defense.  Judge Walker expanded on this suggestion.345
Present 11 U.S.C. § 524 carries forward former section 14f, added to the Bankruptcy Act in 1970.346
Under § 524 a discharge operates as an injunction against the commencement or continuation of an347
action, the employment of process, or an act, to collect, recover, or offset any debt discharged in348
bankruptcy as a personal liability of the debtor, whether or not the discharge is waived.  Violation349
of § 524 is punishable as contempt.  It is no longer viewed as an affirmative defense.  A default350
judgment obtained in violation of § 524 is void.351

It was agreed that "discharge in bankruptcy" should be deleted from the list of illustrative352
affirmative defenses in Rule 8(c).  There is no pressing problem, as witnessed by the long survival353
of this example after it became irrelevant.  The change will be made as part of the next convenient354
package of amendments published for comment.355

Discussion beyond those two issues raised the question whether all of the list should be356
deleted in favor of a simple statement that a defendant should plead any matter that is an affirmative357
defense under applicable law.  That would avoid potential confusions with state law, which may358
supply different characterizations than the federal rules do.  Many of the matters enumerated are359
likely to arise far more often in state-law cases than in federal-question cases.360

It was asked whether it really would be wise to remove the list of examples from Rule 8(c).361
To be sure, the list is incomplete.  And it would be a mistake to attempt to generate a more complete362
list, in part because of the substantive overtones and in part because the list never will be fully363
complete.  But there is some value in offering common illustrations — although such items as injury364
by fellow servant may be hopelessly antiquated.365

It was concluded that these questions should be carried forward, to be considered as part of366
any broader exploration of notice pleading that may be undertaken.  If there is no broader project,367
the questions might be considered again independently.368

Rule 15369

The agenda book presents two pleading topics.  One is the question whether the broad370
general approach of "notice" pleading should be reconsidered.  The other is a narrower set of371
questions addressed to the amendment practice established by Rule 15.  Movement away from notice372
pleading might have a profound impact on amendment practice, but it remains useful to consider373
possible revisions of Rule 15 within the present notice pleading system.  A subcommittee considered374
Rule 15 questions not long ago, and recommended that any study be deferred pending completion375
of other large projects.  Those projects have been completed, and the time is ripe to begin defining376
the next set of projects.  For that matter, one special aspect of Rule 15(c) has come on for substantial377
attention this year as courts struggle with the need to apply the February 18, 2005 effective date of378
the Class Action Fairness Act jurisdiction and removal provisions to litigation commenced earlier379
but subject to later amendments.380

Four options are suggested for dealing with these issues: a thorough revision of Rule 15; a381
very narrow revision of Rule 15(c)(3) to allow relation back not only when there is a mistake but382
also when there is a lack of information as to the identity of a new defendant; do nothing now, but383
keep these questions on the docket for future consideration; and purge Rule 15 from the docket.384

 A somewhat more detailed summary of the Rule 15 materials was provided.385

One discrete set of questions arises from the seemingly odd provision in Rule 15(a) that cuts386
off the right to amend once as a matter of course on the filing of a responsive pleading but not on387
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the filing of a responsive motion.  Judges have suggested that this should be changed — among the388
suggestions submitted to the Committee are that the right to amend as a matter of course should be389
eliminated, or that it should terminate when a motion to dismiss is filed. Particular irritation is390
expressed over the experience of encountering an amended complaint filed after submission of a391
motion to dismiss.  Many other revisions are possible, including a revision that would allow392
amendment as a matter of right within a defined period after a responsive pleading or motion is filed.393
This generous approach might be defended on the grounds that it remains possible to misplead a394
valid claim and that leave to amend would almost certainly be granted to any plaintiff who wishes395
to persist in face of the initial objections.396

Other general Rule 15 suggestions have been that Rule 15(b) may be too generous in its397
approach to amendment at trial; that amendment should be accomplished by filing a complete398
amended pleading rather than a separate document that must be considered together with earlier399
pleadings; and that Rule 13(f) might be better integrated with Rule 15.400

A different Rule 15 issue has held a place of honor on the agenda for several years.  It began401
with a simple suggestion to amend Rule 15(c)(3).  One of the tests for permitting relation back of402
an amendment changing the party against whom a claim is asserted is that within an appropriate time403
the new party must have notice so that it knew or should have known that it would have been sued404
"but for a mistake concerning the identity of the proper party."  This language has been tested in405
many cases in which the plaintiff knew that it could not identify a party that it would make a406
defendant if identification were possible.  Recurring illustrations are provided by actions claiming407
unlawful police behavior in which the plaintiff cannot name the police officers involved.  Several408
circuits have ruled that in such cases there is no "mistake" and that an amendment naming the proper409
police officer defendant cannot relate back even though all other (c)(3) requirements are satisfied.410
It is possible to conjure up reasons to explain this result — the plaintiff who knows of the identity411
problem should work harder, or file earlier in the limitations period.  But these reasons are not412
compelling.  The Third Circuit has rejected them in forceful dictum, and has suggested that the rule413
should be amended to allow relation back when the new defendant knows it would have been named414
but for a "mistake or lack of information concerning the identity of the proper party."415

Consideration of this seemingly simple proposal initially leads to the question whether other416
aspects of Rule 15(c) might usefully be considered at the same time.  As a matter of abstract theory,417
it is possible to imagine many untoward results arising from the invocation of Rule 4(m) in (c)(3).418
There is no indication that these possibilities in fact have emerged in practice, but it is fair to wonder419
whether it is proper to amend the rule even in a small way when it presents manifest opportunities420
for mischief.  421

Beyond the drafting problems with present Rule 15(c)(3) lies the central question whether422
(c)(2) and (c)(3) present genuine Enabling Act questions.  (c)(1) provides for relation back when423
"permitted by the law that provides the statute of limitations applicable to the action."  That means424
that the only occasion for invoking (2) or (3) arises then the applicable limitations law does not425
permit relation back.  These paragraphs operate to defeat a defense established by controlling426
limitations law.  How is this a matter of practice or procedure that does not abridge or modify the427
defendant’s substantive rights and enlarge the plaintiff’s substantive rights?  There may indeed be428
cases in which the problem really is one of pleading misadventure, and in which all reasonable429
limitations policies have been satisfied.  The case that prompted the adoption of Rule 15(c)(3),430
Schiavone v. Fortune, 1986, 477 U.S. 21, may well be such a case.  It involved the mistaken431
designation of the defendant under the name of the division that committed the allegedly wrongful432
acts rather than under the proper corporate name.   The 1991 Committee Note begins by stating that433
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Rule 15 is "revised to prevent parties against whom claims are made from taking unjust advantage434
of otherwise inconsequential pleading errors to sustain a limitations defense."  But in many cases435
— and particularly in cases where the plaintiff knows that it cannot identify an intended defendant436
— the problem is not really a problem of pleading procedure.  It is one of limitations policy.  Rule437
15(c) can be defended as good limitations policy, but is that enough?  Is it enough because Courts438
have accepted relation back under Rule 15(c) since 1966 without hesitating over Enabling Act439
abstractions?440

Discussion began by asking whether law professors tend to think there are serious Enabling441
Act problems with Rule 15(c).  One answer was that "it is problematic."  Another answer began with442
the observation that before 1991 it was possible to argue that then-Rule 15(c) governed relation back443
exclusively, prohibiting relation back outside its terms even if state law would permit it.  The First444
Circuit rejected this argument, and properly so.  Present (c)(1) is a desirable recognition that federal445
courts should honor state law that permits relation back.  But what of the situation where state law446
prohibits relation back?  It has been accepted for a long time that 15(c) properly permits what state447
law does not permit.  If it is not currently invalid, a small change might not make any difference.448
At the same time, it can be predicted that any change will encourage some academic doubters to449
renew the general question of validity.  And it is possible that state attorneys general also will450
challenge it — they have a strong interest in the many civil rights actions challenging acts by state451
officials.452

It was suggested that it would be possible to address the 15(a) questions and then perhaps453
think about subdivision (c) as a matter of "fairness."454

The discussion concluded at this point to defer to the last remaining agenda item, Rule455
30(b)(6).  It was agreed that Rule 15 would be carried forward for future discussion.  It may prove456
useful to again seek work in a subcommittee before bringing these questions back to the full457
committee.458

Rule 26(a)(2)(B): Employee Expert Witnesses459

This topic was brought to the docket by a law review article submitted as a suggestion.  Rule460
26(a)(2)(B) clearly limits the obligation to disclose an expert witness report to an expert trial witness461
who is "retained or specially employed to provide expert testimony in the case or whose duties as462
an employee of the party regularly involve the giving of expert testimony."  That means that a report463
need not be provided for an employee who will testify as an expert witness but whose duties as an464
employee do not regularly involve the giving of expert testimony.  Or so it seems.  A majority of the465
reported cases dealing with this subject take a different approach.  They say that disclosure of an466
expert report is a good thing because it facilitates deposition of the expert, and might at times make467
it unnecessary to depose the expert.  The Committee Note extols the virtues of expert witness468
reports.  In effect, the Committee did not really appreciate what it was doing when it wrote the rule469
text, so the rule should be read to require a report because an employee who does not regularly give470
expert testimony is specially retained or employed to give testimony in this case.471

These cases fairly pose the question: if the 1993 rule had it right, something might be done472
to restore the intended meaning.  But if the cases are right in believing that a report should be473
required, finding no worthy distinction based on the regularity with which a particular employee474
provides expert testimony, something might be done to adopt this revisionist view in the rule text.475

Discussion began with the observation that this is a real problem in practice.  The conflict476
in the cases may not be resolved in a particular case until it is too late to provide expert testimony477
in some other way.  A careful response is to give notice to the other side that a particular witness is478
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or is not required to give a report, inviting a response in case of disagreement.  There is a479
particularly serious problem with privilege waiver.480

It was noted that in 1997 the ABA Litigation Section offered a report, subsequently481
withdrawn, complaining that some courts were requiring treating physicians to give expert witness482
reports under 26(a)(2)(B) even though the Committee Note offers them as a clear illustration of483
expert witnesses who need not give a report and the cases recognize that a treating physician484
becomes specially retained or employed only if asked by a lawyer to do something in addition to485
regular treatment and testimony based on the treatment.486

A further question may arise from the relationship to Rule 26(b)(4)(B), which severely limits487
the right to depose an expert who has been retained or specially employed in anticipation of488
litigation but who will not be used as a witness at trial.489

The problem of privilege waiver is addressed in the Rule 26(a)(2)(B) Committee Note, where490
it is observed that "[g]iven this obligation of disclosure, litigants should no longer be able to argue491
that materials furnished to their experts to be used in forming their opinions — whether or not492
ultimately relied upon by the expert — are privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure when493
such persons are testifying or being deposed."  Some lawyers continue to fight a rearguard argument494
that work-product information need not be included in the report even though it was consulted in495
forming the expert’s opinion.496

It was asked whether, apart from possible problems of work-product and privilege, there is497
a good reason not to require a report?498

One response was that the 1993 changes in the wording of Rules 26(b)(3) and (4) have499
introduced uncertainty about the extent of work-product protection for employees.  There is a risk500
that some will be designated as nontestifying "retained" experts to shield against discovery.501

A second response was that an employee may be designated as an expert witness under502
Evidence Rules 702, 703, or 705 because the party is not sure whether the testimony can be admitted503
as lay opinion testimony under Rule 701.  Requiring an "expert" report in these circumstances may504
be too much.505

Beyond opinion, moreover, employee witnesses often will be testifying to blends of historic506
fact and opinion quite different from the opinions typically provided by a professional expert507
witness.  The universe of information considered by an employee may be far broader than the508
information provided to a professional expert witness.  There may be compelling reasons to enable509
employee witnesses to talk with the employer’s attorneys under shield of privilege.  There was a lot510
of law to that effect before adoption of Rule 26(a)(2)(B).511

Privilege was recognized as a problem, but with the suggestion that it tends to be raised early512
on in the litigation as the parties discuss deadlines for exchanging reports.  The careful practitioner,513
moreover, will ask who has the burden: is it on the party offering a witness to give a report?  Or on514
the other party to depose the witness?  If there is no obligation to give a report, a trial-witness expert515
can be deposed without waiting for the report.  Questions asked at deposition may be blocked by an516
assertion of privilege.  Then the privilege question will need to be addressed.517

This line was pursued further by asking why it should make any difference to privilege518
whether a report is required.  If privilege and work-product protection should be waived by offering519
information to a witness for consideration in forming an expert opinion, adoption of an expert-report520
requirement does nothing more than advance the point at which the otherwise protected information521
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must be revealed.  Examination at deposition or trial should be subject to the same waiver principle522
even though there was no requirement to disclose a report.  If the Committee Note to Rule523
26(a)(2)(B) got it right, it is not because there is a distinction with respect to privilege waiver524
between expert trial witnesses who are obliged to give a disclosure report and those who are not.525
The same holds true for the Evidence Rule 612 provisions on production of documents used by a526
witness to refresh recollection, provisions that may be invoked at deposition as well as at trial.527

This discussion led to the question whether indeed privilege-waiver theories should528
distinguish between hired experts (and the functional equivalent in employees who regularly give529
expert testimony) and employees who occasionally are called upon to give expert testimony.  There530
may be an important difference between the need to disclose a 10-page advocacy summary provided531
to a hired expert witness and the full range of information available to an employee who may of532
necessity be involved in helping to prepare the fact information required to try the case.  Truly533
privileged information may deserve protection, being careful to distinguish merely "confidential"534
information that may deserve a protective order but not the absolute protection of privilege.  This535
distinction may be implicit in the 1993 Committee Note to Rule 26(a)(2)(B), and in turn reflect on536
the reasons for distinguishing between employees whose duties regularly involve giving expert537
testimony and other employees sporadically called upon to provide expert testimony.538

This thought was expressed more succinctly.  The "hired gun" expert witness is a better539
subject for privilege waiver than the employee who is no more than an occasional trial expert540
witness.  The rule is designed to focus on the independent expert.541

A subtle variation was suggested: perhaps privilege should be waived only if the employee542
actually relied on the privileged information in forming an opinion.  If it was merely considered but543
not relied upon, there would be no waiver.544

It was noted that Professor Capra, Evidence Rules Committee Reporter, believes that there545
is a lot of confusion in this area and that it deserves further work.546

Further discussion reiterated concern that several cases seem to disregard what the rule547
clearly says about reports from employees who do not regularly give expert testimony.  It may be548
better to require reports from all expert trial witnesses, subject to protecting privilege and work-549
product information.  On the other hand, protecting privilege and work product may prove550
particularly difficult with respect to employees.  And it is important that a party know what are the551
consequences of designating an expert trial witness.552

At the end of the discussion it was concluded that the 1993 rule may well have got it right,553
but that there are very difficult problems of privilege in addition to the question whether it is better554
to identify a category of employee expert trial witnesses subject to deposition directly without an555
obligation to first disclose an expert report.  The question will be carried forward for discussion at556
the spring meeting.  Among the materials to be considered may be a revision of Rule 26(a)(2)(B)557
that sharpens the distinction now drawn among categories of employee experts and that provides558
Committee Note discussion that further explains the problems of privilege and work-product waiver.559

Rule 30(b)(6): Organization as Deponent560

Professor Marcus introduced Rule 30(b)(6) by noting that it was adopted in 1970 to cure the561
runaround corporate defendants inflicted on people seeking corporate information.  Whoever might562
be named as deponent would prove unable to provide pertinent information, leading to a practice563
requiring chains of successive depositions that was called "bandying."  Deposition of the564
organization makes the organization responsible for designating people who will testify for it on the565
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subjects identified in the deposition notice.  Even with this procedure, courts still regularly find that566
corporations have not met the obligation to identify knowledgeable witnesses.567

The current questions were initiated by the Committee on Federal Procedure of the568
Commercial and Federal Litigation Section of the New York State Bar Association.  They suggest569
that Rule 30(b)(6) is used in overreaching ways, and in particular is used to intrude on work-product570
protection.    The tensions seem to focus on how much effort is required by the organization571
deponent to educate individuals in all of the "matters known or reasonably available to the572
organization."  In addition, there are common efforts to argue that an organization’s designated573
witness "binds" the organization by deposition answers.  And there are more general concerns that574
these depositions are used to dig too deep.575

It is not clear how far any real problems that may be identified are susceptible of correction576
by rules changes.  The New York Bar proposal would change Rule 30(b)(6) only by limiting the577
inquiry to "factual" matters; the rest of their suggestions are framed as best-practice guides.  It does578
not seem likely that the Committee will conclude that this rule should be repealed, although other579
means are available to address the "runaround" problem.  It would be possible to address the580
"admission" problem in rule text; part of the strategy might be to allow changed statements of581
position but only by supplementing the deposition.  The Rule 26(e)(1) duty to supplement an expert582
witness deposition might be a useful model.  The numerical limit questions also can be answered583
directly — if an organization designates ten persons to appear at its deposition, does that exhaust584
the presumptive ten-deposition limit?  Does each person count as a separate deposition for the limit585
to one day of seven hours, even though in form this is a single deposition of the organization?  If586
some changes are made in the rule text, finally, it may be appropriate to describe and address the587
background problems in the Committee Note.588

Judge Rosenthal then introduced David Bernick, recently a member of the Standing589
Committee.  He was asked to describe his experience with Rule 30(b)(6) depositions because of his590
extraordinary range of experience in discovery and actual trial of highly complex cases and because591
his years on the Standing Committee have assured his understanding of the opportunities and limits592
of the Enabling Act process.593

Mr. Bernick began discussion with a "war story."  The witness designated to testify for a594
corporation about document management procedures did not know about a particular document595
showing advice by a British lawyer to an affiliated company.  The document was the subject of a596
default sanction in an Australian court in litigation involving an affiliated company, not the597
corporation that was deponent in the United States proceeding.  But the federal court ordered598
sanctions for failure to provide a witness with knowledge of the document, in face of the argument599
that to produce a witness with knowledge of the document would necessarily waive privilege.  Very600
complex issues can be involved.601

The problems arise from a conflict between substantive corporate law and trial evidence602
rules.  A corporation is a legal construct.  Evidence rules focus on reliable, ascertainable facts.603
Corporate "knowledge" or "action" is derived by inference from the facts of what corporate people604
do.  A judge or jury has to draw inferences, for example, as to what the entity "knew"; it is difficult605
to reconcile the nature of the party — a legal construct — with evidence rules that do not focus on606
entities.607

Rule 30(b)(6) operates in this context.  It operates by creating a über-person whose608
knowledge is commensurate with what anyone in the organization knows or could reasonably learn.609
And this testimony binds the organization — the deponent speaks as the organization.  And this610
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person can speak for the legal positions of the organization.611

The organization deposition serves functions that also can be served by other discovery612
devices.  Rule 33 interrogatories and Rule 36 requests to admit can gather facts.  The organization613
deposition functions with respect to "ultimate facts" — is the product "safe"?  That function can be614
served by interrogatories, requests to admit, and depositions of persons who have personal615
knowledge.  It also is used to ask for contentions; depositions ordinarily are not used for that,616
although there may be cases in which the very decision to file the case is a fair subject of inquiry.617
Ordinarily interrogatories or requests to admit should be used for contention discovery.618

Finally, the unique function of the organization deposition as it has developed is to provide619
evidence that is dispositive of what the organization can say.  Once said by the deponent, the620
statement becomes the organization’s position on the issue.  These are treated as "organization facts"621
within the organization’s custody or control.  Rule 33 might at times be used for this purpose, but622
it is not often used this way.  Interrogatories are used in the early stages of the litigation and there623
is flexibility in answering that forestalls limiting effects.  The answers to interrogatories made early624
in a litigation reserve the right to change or supplement.  And if one party asks another party to625
supplement interrogatory answers, the supplementing can be done by way of incorporating626
depositions and expert reports — for this reason, supplementation is commonly not requested.627

In other settings, depositions rarely provide case-dispositive facts.  Requests to admit might628
be used for this purpose late in the litigation, but it is difficult to frame the requests and the response629
usually will be a denial.  But Rule 30(b)(6) is being used to establish case-dispositive evidence early630
in the litigation.631

The rationale for adopting Rule 30(b)(6) was to solve the runaround problem.  It is fair to632
address that problem.  But current usage of the rule goes far beyond that initial purpose.  And case633
law probably will not solve the problem.  Nothing in the rule text addresses it.  The problem can be634
solved only by reading into the rule a gloss that does not appear from the language.635

Work-product doctrine does not of itself defeat contention discovery; Rules 33 and 36636
establish that.637

Only an amendment will cure the problem.  And amendment should not be difficult.  What638
is needed is a statement of the purpose served by an organization deposition.  It is designed to639
discover the "locations of information," so that the vastness of the entity does not hide the640
information.  Use for this purpose early in the litigation is desirable.  What does exist, where does641
it exist, who did the relevant things?642

So the rule could authorize a deposition "to ascertain the location of facts discoverable under643
these rules and within the custody or control of the organization."  If for some reason it seems644
desirable to use these depositions as a uniform vehicle for conducting all discovery of the645
organization, "location of" could be omitted — "to ascertain the facts discoverable under these rules646
and within the custody or control of the organization."  Discovery would be limited to facts, not647
contentions, but still could be dispositive as to the facts testified to.648

The first question asked after this presentation was why the problem is anything more than649
a Rule 37 problem focused on an organization’s failure to designate someone who has the required650
corporate knowledge?  The answer was that "the consequence is way beyond sanctions."  If the651
witness says "I do not know what testing we did fifty years ago" the deposition statement is used at652
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trial to show that the organization is irresponsible.653

Then it was asked why an organization does not address these problems by seeking a654
protective order?  The answer is that present practice is not seen as a misuse of the rule.  The655
problem is the scope of what can properly be asked as the rule is understood.  The inquiry can ask656
more than any person knows.  The designated person or persons are required to know everything657
known anywhere within the organization, and their answers are binding.  The Evidence Rules are658
driven by personal knowledge; a rule 30(b)(6) deponent is required to testify to things that are not659
personal knowledge.660

Beyond that, it is a real burden to have to litigate arguments whether the designated persons661
failed to do their homework properly.  But that burden is less important than the use that is made at662
trial.  If the organization argues that the deposition statement is not right, the opposing party will use663
the inconsistency — they said one thing, now they say that’s not right, when will they get it right?664

One Committee member observed that he had obtained a protective order against an665
adversary’s attempt to use a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition to shift the burden of discovery to the666
organization.  Mr. Bernick agreed that the rule should not be used in that way, but noted that many667
judges disagree.  They demand that the organization produce persons with both personal and668
attributed knowledge.  "Undue burden" might be used as a limit, but it has not yet proved a generally669
effective argument.670

It was asked whether courts do permit trial testimony that contradicts things said at the671
organization deposition — whether the problem is not binding effect, but the admissibility of the672
conflicting deposition statement?  Mr. Bernick responded that some courts do preclude contradiction673
at trial, and that even if contradiction is permitted the scope of the trial evidence may be limited.674

This deposition problem is quite different from the problem that an organization can speak675
at trial, as at deposition, only through persons.  The people who testify at trial will be the right676
people, the people with the right personal knowledge.  And they do not bind the organization on the677
ultimate issues.  The problem, still, is the scope of what the deposition witness is required to speak678
to — the inquiry is not limited to personal knowledge.  For this reason, the requirement that the679
deposition notice specify the topics for inquiry does not provide effective protection.  And if the680
organization produces witnesses who disagree, they will be asked "what is the organization’s681
position" on the disagreement.682

An organization that designates its own trial witnesses thinks long and hard about who they683
should be.  They can be limited to specific topics.  They are not required to testify to the ultimate684
legal conclusion.  The pharmaceutical witness will not be asked to address the clinical studies, and685
so on.686

The source of the problem is in large part the obligation to testify to "matters known or687
reasonably available to the organization."  The entity is the deponent.  What makes sense is to688
require it to designate people who learn about where to go to get the information, to identify the689
witnesses that should be deposed because they have personal knowledge, to identify the documents690
that should be searched for.691

It was asked what should be done when an action is based on long-ago facts that are outside692
the personal knowledge of any of the organization’s people?  Mr. Bernick’s response was that a rule693
limited to the location of evidence could include a duty to find who, even including retirees or other694
no-longer-related people, may have personal knowledge.  There is a distinction among people who695
know of direct experience, people who know only because they are educated specifically for the696
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purpose of discovery, and people who know not of their personal experience but because in the697
ordinary course of their duties for the organization they learn the relevant information.  The problem698
of Rule 30(b)(6) arises only with respect to those who must be educated for the purpose of699
discovery, not for other reasons.700

So, it was observed, if an employee reads documents solely for the purpose of preparing for701
an organization deposition, this is "30(b)(6) ‘knowledge,’" not real knowledge.  The point can be702
emphasized by asking what happens if the 30(b)(6) witness testifies very effectively.  The other side703
does not use the deposition.  If the organization puts the witness on the stand, the witness cannot704
testify to 30(b)(6) knowledge unless she can be qualified as an "expert" on the subject.  But if the705
other side likes the deposition, it can be used as the deposition of the organization.706

It was asked whether, before 1970, the deposition testimony of a person who is an officer,707
director, or managing agent of an organization "bound" the organization.  It was thought that the708
testimony was binding, but that the deposition of other organization employees did not bind the709
organization at all.  So today, it is possible that an organization may not find anyone other than an710
officer, director, or managing agent that is willing to testify at the organization deposition — then711
it may still be "bound."712

A quite different perspective was offered. "[M]atters known or reasonably available" could713
be read as a restriction on the scope of the deposition and preparation, not a broadening.  If the rule714
were revised, the Committee Note might explain that the location of documents and the identity of715
fact witnesses are proper subjects; that fifty-year-old information is not; that contentions are not.716
And an organization should be able to ask for a protective order — for example, to argue that the717
only purpose of asking about fifty-year-old information is to set the organization up for718
inappropriate use of the deposition at trial.719

It was agreed that an actively interested judge can prevent abuses.  But organization720
deposition problems do not interest many judges.  Protective-order motions rarely succeed.  The721
problems will not be solved by hoping that judges will suddenly become interested.722

It was observed that some organization lawyers have said that they like 30(b)(6) depositions723
because they can pick the best deponent.  Mr. Bernick responded that you can do this for your trial724
witnesses.  But it is a hassle in major cases.  Abuse happens only in a small minority of cases, but725
when it happens it is a real problem.  And if you produce someone for a 30(b)(6) deposition, you726
may be ordered to produce the same person for a second deposition.727

Mr. Bernick renewed his suggestion that the rule should be amended to direct that the728
organization’s person "must testify about the location of facts discoverable under these rules and729
within the custody or control of the organization."  This is legitimate.  It saves a great deal of time.730
"[L]ocation of facts" for this purpose includes documents and people.731

It was suggested in response that it still may be useful to employ 30(b)(6) to dispose of issues732
easily dealt with.  This would not be to seek admissions about matters that are in controversy, but733
instead to find out what actually is in controversy.734

A different suggestion was that the rule would be improved if it still directed the organization735
to produce a person made knowledgeable about a designated topic, but made it clear that the736
deposition has no greater effect on the organization than if the same witness had been deposed737
individually.738

Another suggestion was that the rule might be amended to make clear that the scope is a739
limitation, not an invitation: the deposition "must be limited to matters known or reasonably740
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available to the organization."741

The discussion concluded that there is a lot to think about on this topic.  It may prove useful742
to designate a subcommittee to consider these issues.  Consultation with the Evidence Rules743
Committee may be in order.  Further work will be done.744

Lawyer Signatures on Rule 33, 36 Responses745

An ambiguity — or perhaps a conflict — arises from the relationship between Rule 26(g)(2),746
adopted in 1983, and earlier provisions of Rules 33 and 36.  Rule 26(g)(2) says that every discovery747
response shall be signed by at least one attorney of record, or by an unrepresented party.  The748
Committee Note says explicitly that "[t]he term ‘response’ includes answers to interrogatories and749
to requests to admit as well as responses to production requests."  There seems no question — an750
attorney is to sign the answers to interrogatories and also answers to requests to admit.751

Rule 33(b)(2), however, says that answers to interrogatories "are to be signed by the person752
making them, and the objections signed by the attorney making them."  The direction that the person753
making the answers also sign them has appeared in Rule 33 from the beginning.  The direction that754
the attorney sign objections was added in 1970; it is obviously sensible to direct that objections be755
signed by the attorney, who is more responsible than the party for understanding the reasons that756
may make an interrogatory objectionable.  There is no indication of any intent that the attorney757
provide a second signature on the answers; that question is posed only by the 1983 adoption of Rule758
26(g)(2).759

The second paragraph of Rule 36(a) is similar.  Each matter of which admission is requested760
is admitted unless the party addressed by the request serves "a written answer or objection addressed761
to the matter, signed by the party or by the party’s attorney."  Here too the language seems to762
contemplate that the party or the attorney, one or the other, may sign.  This provision also dates from763
1970, made as part of the decision to delete the former requirement that a party addressed by a764
request to admit respond by a sworn statement.  The Committee Note says, among other things, that765
Rule 36 admissions function very much as pleadings do, perhaps indicating that an attorney766
signature suffices.767

On the face it, reconciliation seems easy.  The later and more specific requirements of Rule768
26(g)(2) were clearly intended to require the lawyer for a represented party to sign answers to769
interrogatories and to requests to admit as discovery "responses."  On this view, the only question770
is whether more specific drafting should be undertaken, perhaps as part of the final stages of the771
Style Project.772

Discussion began with the question why it makes any sense to have both attorney and party773
sign a discovery response.  The lawyer wants the party or its representative to sign the interrogatory774
answer to impress the obligation of full and truthful answers.  It makes sense to have the lawyer sign775
objections, but why the answers?  The signature makes the lawyer vouch for the answers: is that776
appropriate?  It was noted that the Model Rules of Professional Responsibility hold a lawyer777
responsible if the lawyer knows an answer is false; "if you’re responsible, you should sign."  But it778
also was suggested that "an angry judge" does not distinguish between lawyer and party when "an779
answer is bad" — it makes no difference who signed it.  The lawyer is "on the hook" even without780
signing.781

In similar vein, it was suggested that "response" should be taken out of Rule 26(g), leaving782
Rules 33 and 36 as they are.  One problem might be that an opposing party will argue that the783
lawyer’s signature should be admitted in evidence when an interrogatory answer is admitted, putting784
the lawyer’s credibility in issue at trial.785
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Several members said they had never seen a lawyer sign answers to interrogatories; the786
lawyer signs the transmittal, but not the answers.787

This much discussion suggested that whatever else might be done, the question is too788
important to be addressed through the Style Project.  But that leaves the question whether something789
should be done to achieve a smoother fit between these rules.790

Some members suggested that the topic would be controversial if an amendment is proposed,791
and that it is better to avoid the controversy unless there is some sign that there are actual difficulties792
in practice.793

But it was suggested that the question may not be so simple.  Rule 26(g) was specifically794
adopted to import standards similar to Rule 11 into discovery practice, and Rule 11(d) was later795
adopted to make it clear that Rule 11 governs all other matters while Rule 26(g) governs discovery796
responses.  It is important to maintain in the rules a clear sense of attorney responsibility for diligent797
and truthful answers to all modes of discovery, recognizing that the problems presented by798
questionable deposition testimony are different.  That is what the 1983 Committee Note to Rule799
26(g) says.800

In the end it was concluded that this topic should be carried forward on the docket without801
any immediate need for further work.  If there is some sign of real difficulties in practice, it can be802
taken up again.803

Rule 48: Jury Polling804

It has been suggested that the Civil Rules should include a provision on jury polling.  A805
model is ready to hand in Criminal Rule 31(d).  This model allows the court to poll the jury on its806
own, and requires a poll if it is requested by any party.  Polling both ensures that the verdict is807
indeed the verdict of all jurors, and may reveal problems while there still is an opportunity to solve808
them without need for a new trial.809

The Federal Judicial Center was asked to gather figures on the frequency of hung juries as810
an indication of the possible risk that routine polling might result in frequent new trials.  A study of811
more than 100,000 jury trials over a period of 25 years from 1980 through 2004 showed that fewer812
than 1% of civil jury trials result in a hung jury.  This information suggests that there is not likely813
to be much of a problem in this direction.814

Committee members expressed the view that this is a good suggestion, with no significant815
disadvantage.816

One possible problem was noted with the language of Criminal Rule 31(d), which calls on817
the court to poll the jurors "individually."  It has been argued on a recent appeal, not yet decided,818
that "individual" polling requires that the court poll each juror separately in chambers, apart from819
the other jurors.  Resolution of the appeal will indicate whether there is indeed a problem, or820
whether there is convenient authority to cite to show there is no problem.821

It was asked whether it would be better in Civil Rule 48 to use the same expression as in822
Civil Rule 49, offering as one option a "new trial" rather than "declare a mistrial and discharge the823
jury."  The reference to mistrial in the Criminal Rule may reflect the sensitivity that surrounds824
double-jeopardy interests: a new trial may not always be available after a mistrial.  But it was825
suggested that since the Civil Rule will address a problem addressed by a parallel Criminal Rule,826
it is better to adopt exactly the same expression unless there is some more persuasive reason for827
departure.828
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This topic will be the subject of a proposal to publish a rule at the spring meeting.829

Rules 54(d)(2), 58(c)(2), Appellate Rule 4830

The Appellate Rules Committee, in response to questions explored in Wikol v. Birmingham831
Public Schools Bd. of Educ., 6th Cir.2004, 360 F.3d 604, has suggested that Civil Rule 58(c)(2) be832
amended to impose a deadline for exercising the trial court’s authority to order that a motion for833
attorney fees suspend the time to appeal the judgment on the merits.  The Sixth Circuit opinion, and834
the exchanges between the Civil Rules and Appellate Rules Reporters, clearly demonstrate the835
complexity of the interrelated rules provisions that must be navigated to understand present836
procedure.  They also reveal a potential flaw in the language of Rule 58(c)(2) that could, in837
unsympathetic or maladroit hands, lead to a foolish result enabling the trial court to extend appeal838
time long after it has concluded.839

If that abstract description seems to call for a rule amendment, however, it may be met by840
countervailing concerns.  The core complexity of Appellate Rule 4 has withstood many rounds of841
revision.  Given the rule that appeal time limits are mandatory and jurisdictional, appeals will842
continue to be lost for missteps in reading or understanding.  The rule has been made complex to843
respond to competing pressures — there is a strong desire to force prompt decisions whether to844
appeal after the trial court has concluded its actions in the case, but also a strong desire to support845
orderly resolution by the trial court of post-trial motions that should be decided by the trial court and846
ordinarily should be decided before there is any appeal.  The complexity of the rules that seek to847
integrate fee motions with appeal time is no different.848

The appeal-time issues are framed by the "bright-line" rule that an otherwise final judgment849
remains final even when there is a pending motion for attorney fees.  That means, if there were no850
contrary rules provisions, that any appeal must be taken in the time allowed without regard to action851
on the fee motion.  This consequence in turn means either that there must be two appeals, one on the852
merits and the other on the fee motion, or else that the right to appeal on the merits is lost if not853
timely exercised before disposition of the fee motion.  In many cases it may be desirable to tend to854
the appeal on the merits before the fee issue comes on for decision in the trial court.  But in other855
cases it may be desirable to arrange for disposition of all issues, merits and fees, in a single appeal.856

Rule 58(c)(2) responds to these competing interests by establishing trial court discretion to857
order that a timely motion for attorney fees under Rule 54(d)(2) suspends the time for appealing on858
the merits.  This is accomplished by cumbersome language that invokes both Civil Rule 59 and859
Appellate Rule 4: "the court may act before a notice of appeal has been filed and has become860
effective to order that the motion have the same effect under Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure861
4(a)(4) as a timely motion under Rule 59."  According to Appellate Rule 4(a)(4)(A)(iv) and (v)862
timely Rule 59 motions end the running of appeal time; a new appeal period starts to run on entry863
of the order disposing of the last remaining motion among those enumerated in 4(a)(4)(A).864

This explicit invocation of one part of Appellate Rule 4 is made more complicated by the865
implicit invocation of other parts of Rule 4 arising from the Rule 58(c)(2) reference to a notice of866
appeal that "has been filed and has become effective."  These words incorporate separate parts of867
Rule 4.  One is Rule 4(a)(2), which directs that a notice of appeal filed after a decision is announced868
but before entry of judgment "is treated as filed on the date of and after the entry."  Although filed,869
the premature notice is not yet "effective."  In itself this provision does not create much870
complication.  But the premature notice, and also a notice filed after entry of judgment, take effect871
only provisionally; the effect is ended by the filing of a timely motion of the sort that suspends872
appeal time under 4(a)(4).  Those notices "take effect" within the meaning of Rule 58(c)(2) only on873
disposition of the last of the motions designated in 4(a)(4).874
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The upshot of all of this is that the trial court is given authority to make a nuanced ruling on875
appeal timing, similar in some ways to the Civil Rule 54(b) discretionary authority to enter final876
judgment disposing of one or more claims, or all claims among two or more parties, before complete877
disposition of an entire case.  If it seems useful to let an appeal on the merits proceed while the878
attorney-fee motion remains to be decided, the trial court need do nothing.  If it seems useful to879
postpone the appeal on the merits while the attorney-fee motion is decided, the trial court can act880
to suspend appeal time until the moment when a notice of appeal has "become effective."  If there881
is a timely post-trial motion within the Appellate Rule 4(a)(4) categories, the trial court can consider882
this matter up to the time it disposes of the last such motion.883

So, given this carefully crafted structure, what is wrong — apart from the need to figure it884
all out?  A brief description of the Wikol case illustrates a possible shortcoming in Rule 58(c)(2) as885
adopted.  The time line was this:886

(1) March 22: the plaintiffs, having won a jury verdict, move for attorney fees.887
(2) March 27: judgment on the merits entered.888
(3) May 15: fee motion denied.889
(4) May 24: plaintiffs move for a 58(c)(2) order.890
(5) June 14: plaintiffs file a notice of appeal.891
(6) July 11: Rule 58(c)(2) order extending appeal time. entered.892

The court concluded that the June 14 notice was effective to appeal denial of the fee motion893
because it was filed within the appeal period measured from May 15.  Because it was effective in894
part, it cut off the authority to extend appeal time, even though it was not effective as to the merits895
because untimely as measured from entry of judgment on March 27.  The July 11 order was not896
effective.  The court was concerned, however, that it had been required to work through several897
interrelated rules to reach this result, and invited the advisory committees to consider possible898
simplifications or clarifications.899

The circumstances of the Wikol case illustrate the ways in which parties may run afoul of900
these rules.  They also illustrate a bizarre possibility.  Suppose the plaintiffs had not filed a notice901
of appeal on June 14.  The Rule 58(c)(2) order entered on July 11 might then be found effective,902
because the court would have acted before a notice of appeal had been filed and become effective.903
Never mind that at that point no notice of appeal could become effective absent a Rule 58(c)(2)904
order.  This reading would establish discretionary authority to revive expired appeal time long after905
the opposing parties had thought the case concluded.  Presumably trial courts would seldom grant906
such orders, but any such order would run contrary to the general purposes and character of907
Appellate Rule 4.908

What might be done to address this possible problem?909

The agenda materials sketched two approaches, neither of them entirely satisfactory.  One910
is a partial response to the Appellate Rules Committee’s suggestion that Rule 58(c)(2) include a911
deadline by which the trial court must exercise the authority to extend appeal time.  This version912
allows an extension only if the court gives notice or a party moves within 14 days after a timely913
attorney-fee motion is made.  That would establish a clear cut-off for raising the question, well short914
of the present rule that allows the court to act at any time before disposing of the last timely motion915
made under Rules 50, 52, or 59 (or a Rule 60 motion that would be timely as a Rule 59 motion).  At916
the same time, it would not force the court to act immediately, and without more does not establish917
a point that cuts off the time to act so long as the question was raised at the required time.  It has the918
virtue of eliminating the bewilderment an uninitiate practitioner might encounter in reaching a919
confident understanding of what it means to act "before a notice of appeal has been filed and has920
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become effective."  An alternative version would substitute the limit that the court may act before921
a timely notice of appeal has been filed and become effective.  This version would directly defeat922
the possible argument that the present rule allows a court to extend appeal time on the basis of a923
notice that, because not timely, could never become effective.  But it would not alleviate the924
complexity of the present rules, and might somehow manage to aggravate the complexity.925

Quite different approaches are possible.  One would be to rescind Rule 58(c)(2) and the926
parallel provision in Appellate Rule 4.  The result would be that the time to appeal judgment on the927
merits always runs uninterrupted from the entry of judgment.  The appeal from disposition of the928
fee motion must be taken separately.  Consolidation of both appeals may be possible, but that will929
depend on the progress of the case in the trial court and in the court of appeals.  The opposite930
approach would be to rescind Rule 58(c)(2) and amend Appellate Rule 4 to provide that a timely931
motion for attorney fees always suspends the time to appeal judgment on the merits.  If indeed some932
cases benefit from having the merits appeal resolved before the fee motion is decided, this approach933
would defeat that benefit (unless the Appellate Rules were amended to allow the notice of appeal934
on the merits to become effective before disposition of a timely fee motion, an additional complexity935
that few are likely to wish).936

Discussion began with the suggestion that it would be useful to know how courts now937
exercise the Rule 58(c)(2) authority to adjust appeal timing.  Do courts routinely direct that appeal938
time be suspended?  Routinely refuse to suspend appeal time?  Mix the effects of their orders939
because it has proved desirable to adjust according to the understood different needs of different940
cases?941

The desire for additional data was lauded as a good idea.  One practicing lawyer commented942
that in all the cases he had encountered where the parties disagree about postponing appeal on the943
merits the judge has allowed the petition and failed to suspend appeal time. It was agreed that there944
is "a lot of confusion in the bar," and that information about the use made of Rule 58(c)(2) would945
be a good starting point.  There are clear tensions pitting the desire to avoid piecemeal appeals946
against the fear that appeal on the merits should not be long delayed.947

It may be desirable to move forward with this project because it ties directly to the time948
project.  The Federal Judicial Center will be asked whether it is possible to undertake a study that949
will provide better information about the ways in which Rule 58(c)(2) is now used.  In any event,950
the questions should remain on the agenda for active pursuit.951

  Rule 60 or 62.1: "Indicative Rulings"952

Several years ago the Solicitor General suggested that the Appellate Rules Committee adopt953
a rule addressing the relationships between district courts and courts of appeals when a party seeks954
relief from an order that is the subject of a pending appeal.  The Appellate Rules Committee955
considered the proposal and — without making any recommendation whether a rule should be956
adopted — concluded that the matter is better considered within the framework of the Civil Rules.957

Most of the attention has focused on motions to vacate a judgment under Civil Rule 60.  The958
pendency of an appeal does not toll the time for seeking Rule 60 relief.  The motion must be made959
within a reasonable time, subject to a maximum limit of one year for motions made under the most960
frequently invoked paragraphs, Rule 60(b)(1), (2), and (3).  The motion, moreover, must be made961
in the district court.  The district court is in a far better position to evaluate the grounds for relief.962
The district court, however, lacks power to grant a motion addressed to a judgment that is pending963
on appeal; this area of practice, as many others, is governed by the longstanding rule that only one964
court should have control.  A clear practice to address the resulting dilemma has been adopted in965
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most circuits.  The district court has authority to consider the motion.  It has authority to deny the966
motion.  But the district court lacks authority to grant the motion.  If it believes that relief should be967
granted it can "indicate" that it would grant relief if the case were remanded for further proceedings.968
(Variations also appear.  The Ninth Circuit practice denies district-court authority to deny the motion969
— the district court can consider the motion and can indicate what it would do if the case were970
remanded, whether to grant or deny.  The Second Circuit apparently dismisses the appeal without971
prejudice to reinstatement after the district court acts on the motion.)972

There may be sound reasons to adopt a rule that governs this "indicative ruling" procedure.973
Even though practice is well established in most circuits, many lawyers and some judges are not974
aware of it.  An explicit rule provision could avoid many false starts and some mistakes.  A rule also975
would establish a uniform national practice for all courts.  Beyond that, a rule might helpfully976
address some details of practice.  The agenda drafts, for example, require the moving party to notify977
the court of appeals when the motion is made and again when the district court has decided what it978
would do.  Notice would enable the court of appeals to regulate its own proceedings in relation to979
the district court, and to decide promptly whether to remand if the district court indicates that a980
remand is desirable.981

The agenda drafts raise other questions, some small and some not so small.  They would982
allow a district court to indicate that remand is desirable not to grant relief but to justify a983
considerable investment of energy needed to determine whether to grant relief.  They address the984
question whether the indicative ruling procedure should be triggered by filing a notice of appeal or985
instead should follow the model of present Rule 60(a) that allows district-court action until the986
appeal is docketed in the court of appeals.  These are small questions.987

A much larger question is whether a rule defining an indicative ruling procedure should be988
limited to Rule 60.  The Solicitor General’s proposal encompassed other situations in which a989
pending appeal defeats district-court authority to grant relief.  It may be that a general approach990
would be more suitable in the Appellate Rules than in the Civil Rules because of the broad range991
of circumstances that may be presented by appeals taken before a truly final judgment.  Or it may992
be that the topic is simply too broad to approach in any rule.  Quite different questions arise in the993
many different settings that permit interlocutory appeals.  It seems to be accepted that a district court994
generally may not act on the very order that is pending on appeal without permission from the court995
of appeals.  The authority to modify a preliminary injunction that is the subject of a pending appeal,996
for example, is sharply limited.  But district courts retain authority to manage many other parts of997
the litigation.  Section 1292(b) and Civil Rule 23(f), for example, expressly address the question998
whether proceedings should be stayed.  Section 1292(a), on the other hand, does not.  It is999
recognized that the district court can continue to manage the case while an appeal is taken from its1000
action on an interlocutory injunction request, including authority to decide the action on the merits.1001
And appeals taken under the collateral-order expansion of "final decision" appeal jurisdiction are1002
left completely adrift.  Some courts, for example, have adopted a rule for official-immunity appeals1003
analogous to the approach taken to double-jeopardy appeals in criminal cases: the purpose of the1004
appeal is to protect against the burdens of further trial-court proceedings, so ordinarily all1005
proceedings should be suspended, but the district court can press ahead on "certifying" that the1006
appeal is frivolous.  Other collateral-order appeals, however, generally should not interfere with1007
continued trial-court proceedings.1008

If a general rule is to be adopted, it is likely better to craft a new rule rather than attempt to1009
address all of these questions within the limits of Rule 60.  The difficulty of framing a new rule is1010
illustrated by the sketch of a Rule "62.1" in the agenda materials.  A first question is whether to1011
define the rule in terms of acting on a "judgment" on the theory that any order that can be appealed1012
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is defined as a judgment by Rule 54(a).  This focus might help to avoid unintended consequences1013
of referring to an "order," but it invites the uncertainties that grow out of Rule 54(a).  A second and1014
more important question is how to define the circumstances that require resort to an indicative ruling1015
procedure.  The draft refers to an order  "that is pending on appeal and that cannot be altered,1016
amended, or vacated without permission of the appellate court."  The drafting seems awkward.  It1017
might be better to begin the rule by focusing on the need for appellate permission: "If the appellate1018
court’s permission is necessary to authorize the district court to grant a[n otherwise timely] motion1019
[under these rules] to alter, amend, or vacate a judgment, the district court may consider the motion1020
and * * *."1021

Discussion began with an expression of uncertainty as to the means of addressing motions1022
apart from Rule 60 motions.  Should the subject of the motion indeed be characterized as a1023
"judgment," or will that misdirect practice when the appeal is from an order that few would1024
recognize is made a judgment solely by operation of Rule 54(a) — and then is a "judgment" only1025
if in fact it is appealable?  The Third Circuit, for example, has a broad approach to permitting1026
collateral-order appeal from an order that denies a claim that privilege defeats discovery.  Who1027
would think of the discovery order as a "judgment"?1028

It was noted that the Tenth Circuit practice is to remand in response to an indicative ruling1029
only if the district judge indicates that relief will be granted on remand.  A remand to support further1030
exploration before deciding whether to grant relief is not available.1031

Enthusiasm was expressed for pursuing this project.  It would have practical utility, reducing1032
the remaining variations in practice.  It helps to "codify what the market has done."  The practice,1033
further, has an additional virtue that has not been noted in the discussion.  In U.S. Bancorp Mortgage1034
Co. v. Bonner Mall Partnership, 1994, 513 U.S. 18, the Supreme Court ruled that parties lack power1035
to settle on appeal on terms that require that the district-court judgment be vacated.  "[M]ootness by1036
reason of settlement does not justify vacatur of a judgment under review."  Although exceptional1037
circumstances may justify vacatur, mere party agreement to vacate is not of itself an exceptional1038
circumstance.  But the Court also noted that even absent extraordinary circumstances, a court of1039
appeals "may remand the case with instructions that the district court consider the request, which1040
it may do pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)."  Parties fearful of the precedential1041
impact of the district-court opinion, and uncertain as to possible nonmutual preclusion effects, may1042
be able to settle only if they are confident that the district-court judgment will be vacated.1043
Settlements may be advanced by adding to the rules an explicit provision for this course.1044

It was noted that class actions present a special variation on the question of settlement1045
pending appeal.  Remand is necessary since district-court approval of the settlement is required1046
under Rule 23(e).1047

Some reluctance was expressed by observing that an indicative ruling procedure "looks like1048
a glorified motion to reconsider" that should not be encouraged by an express rule.  Recognizing that1049
an indicative ruling procedure will make more work for district courts, it was urged that the district1050
court nonetheless is in the best position to consider the issues and in any event is required to do so1051
under present procedure so long as the court is aware of it.1052

It was concluded that this topic should remain on the agenda, to be pursued at the spring1053
meeting on the basis of drafts that develop both a Rule 60-only provision and also a more general1054
provision.1055

Summary Judgment — Rule 561056

Judge Rosenthal introduced the discussion of summary judgment by noting that there are1057
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well-known problems with the language of Rule 56.  The problems proved frustrating in the Style1058
Project.  Every struggle with the language revealed ambiguities and flaws.  Present Rule 56 does not1059
describe what parties and courts do in pursuing summary judgment.1060

The timing provisions are clearly inadequate and divorced from the practice.  Everyone1061
ignores them.  "Partial summary judgment" is a well-known practice, but it is not mentioned in the1062
rule.  There may be many other opportunities for improvement, whether to make the rule express1063
what happens in practice or to alleviate problems it causes in practice.1064

The Time Project will require consideration of the time periods in Rule 56.  That may be an1065
added incentive to take on other parts of the rule as well.  But the project will be very difficult.1066

The Reporter provided an introduction summarizing half a dozen of the more important1067
questions raised by the failed 1991  proposals to revise Rule 56.  The description was assisted by1068
distribution of the 1991 rule text and Committee Note.1069

The first question is raised by the first paragraph of the 1991 Committee Note.  The purpose1070
of the revision appears to have been to encourage greater use of summary judgment — "to enhance1071
the  utility of the summary judgment procedure as a means to avoid the time and expense of1072
discovery, preparation for trial, and trial itself as to matters that * * * can have but one outcome."1073
The Note, however, also continues with a cautionary note: "while at the same time assuring that1074
parties are not deprived of a fair opportunity to show that a trial is needed to resolve such matters."1075
This caution suggests a different possible purpose — to rein in unwarranted overuse of summary1076
judgment.  A third possible purpose might be to combine the first two, reflecting a determination1077
that the actual implementation of summary-judgment procedures varies among different courts and1078
that it would be good to encourage greater use by reluctant courts while discouraging overuse by1079
over-eager courts.1080

A second question would address the standard for granting summary judgment.  Long before1081
the 1991 amendment of Rule 50, the standard for summary judgment called for a determination1082
whether the moving party was entitled to judgment as a matter of law.  The 1991 Rule 501083
amendments discarded the traditional references to directed verdicts and judgments notwithstanding1084
the verdict in favor of judgment as a matter of law and renewed motions for judgment as a matter1085
of law.  The change of vocabulary was intended to emphasize the continuity of a single standard for1086
measuring the sufficiency of the evidence.  The same standard applies whether the eventual trial1087
would be to a jury or to the court.  The 1991 version of Rule 56 discarded the familiar "genuine issue1088
of material fact" language in favor of determining whether summary adjudication is warranted1089
"because of facts not genuinely in dispute," so that "a party would be entitled at trial to a favorable1090
judgment or determination * * * as a matter of law under Rule 50."  Some such approach might1091
make more clear than the rule now does that the directed verdict standard controls.  It would be1092
possible to go further in at least two directions.  One would be to emphasize the efficiency1093
advantages of summary judgment to argue that summary judgment might be governed by a standard1094
less demanding than the directed verdict standard at trial.  A closely related change would be to1095
adopt a less demanding standard for cases to be tried without a jury.  But neither of those changes1096
seems likely to deserve serious consideration.  Obvious Seventh Amendment concerns would arise1097
from any attempt to defeat the right to jury trial on a fact record that — if duplicated at trial —1098
would require submission to the jury.  And even for bench trials, it seems better to require the judge1099
to hear live witnesses if any party is unwilling to submit to trial on a paper record; it might prove1100
too tempting to allow avoidance of trial on a lesser standard than applies in jury cases.1101

A third question is whether Rule 56 should be rewritten to express the practices established1102
by the decisions in Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 1986, 477 U.S. 317, and Anderson v. Liberty Lobby,1103
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Inc., 1986, 477 U.S. 242.  The Celotex decision defined the summary-judgment burden for a movant1104
who would not have the burden of production at trial.  The movant can carry the burden in either of1105
two ways — it can undertake to disprove an essential element of the nonmoving party’s case, or it1106
can "show" by reference to affidavits and discovery materials that the nonmoving party cannot1107
produce evidence sufficient to carry the trial burden.  The Liberty Lobby decision ruled that when1108
the standard of persuasion requires clear and convincing evidence the directed-verdict standard —1109
and by reflection the summary-judgment standard —  requires more proof to defeat judgment as a1110
matter of law than when the standard requires only a preponderance of the evidence.  The 1991 draft1111
sought to incorporate both rulings by providing that "A fact is not genuinely in dispute * * * if, on1112
the basis of the evidence shown to be available for use at a trial, or the demonstrated lack thereof,1113
and the burden of production or persuasion and standards applicable thereto, a party would be1114
entitled at trial to a favorable judgment or determination with respect thereto as a matter of law1115
under Rule 50."  This draft illustrates the challenge that any draft must face: it is intelligible to1116
someone who understands the Celotex and Liberty Lobby decisions, but must prove challenging to1117
anyone who does not.  It also illustrates the question whether at least the Celotex decision should1118
be enshrined in the rule.  The lore of 1991 is that the Rule 56 proposal was rejected on two divergent1119
responses to the proposition that it expressed current practice.  One response was that there is no1120
need to amend a rule simply to reflect what everyone understands in any event.  The other response1121
was that it is undesirable to amend a rule to freeze undesirable current practices.  It would be1122
possible to remain faithful to the directed-verdict analogy, and in some ways to perfect it, while1123
rejecting the Celotex decision.  At trial the party with the burden of production loses unless it1124
produces sufficient evidence to carry the burden.  The same approach could be taken on summary1125
judgment — a party who does not have the trial burden of production is entitled to summary1126
judgment on request unless the nonmoving party comes forward with sufficient evidence to carry1127
the trial burden.  Or, perhaps more plausibly, it could be argued that the Celotex approach makes it1128
too easy to win summary judgment.  Before 1986, many courts and lawyers had believed that a party1129
who does not have the trial burden of production could win summary judgment only by offering1130
evidence to negate the nonmoving party’s case.  That approach could be restored.1131

A fourth question reflects on the imminent need to reconsider Rule 56’s timing provisions1132
in conjunction with the time-computing project.  Rather than adopt time limits expressed in days,1133
the 1991 draft allowed a motion to be made "at any time after the parties to be affected have made1134
an appearance in the case and have had a reasonable opportunity to discover relevant evidence1135
pertinent thereto that is not in their possession or under their control."  A functional approach such1136
as this has an obvious charm, but it might generate numerous disputes over what is a "reasonable1137
opportunity" in a way that application of present Rule 56(f) does not so much encourage.  It also1138
seems to foreclose consideration of a procedure that would enable a motion for summary judgment1139
— perhaps under a different name — to be filed with the complaint in actions to collect a "sum1140
certain."  Federal courts regularly encounter actions to recover overpayments of government benefits1141
or defaulted government loans, and also encounter similar private actions.  Modern summary1142
judgment has roots in summary collection procedures that might well be restored by crafting a1143
special timing provision in Rule 56.1144

A fifth set of questions has held a place on the agenda since a time only a few years after1145
rejection of the 1991 attempt.  Many districts have local rules that establish detailed requirements1146
for summary-judgment practice.  The common thread is a requirement that the moving party specify1147
the facts that appear beyond genuine issue and point to materials on file that support its position.1148
The nonmoving party must state whether it accepts any of the asserted facts, identify other facts as1149
to which it asserts a genuine issue, and likewise support its positions by pointing to specific record1150
materials.  Such widespread elaboration of Rule 56 suggests that it may be useful to synthesize a1151
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uniform procedure from the best developed local procedures.1152

A sixth major set of issues relates to the fifth.  In two different places the 1991 draft seemed1153
to authorize summary judgment for default of response by the nonmoving party.  The provision1154
requiring a nonmoving party to respond by citing record support for its position concluded by1155
providing that failure to timely comply "in challenging an asserted fact" "may be treated as having1156
admitted that fact," draft Rule 56(c)(2).  And draft 56(e) on "matters to be considered" provided that1157
"the court is required to consider only those evidentiary materials called to its attention" by the1158
moving and nonmoving parties.  This provision spares the court any obligation to search the record1159
for relevant information omitted by the parties’ submissions.  But, as compared to the "may be1160
treated as having admitted" provision, it may imply that the court is required to consider the matters1161
pointed to by the moving party.  This possible internal tension reflects a tension in reported cases.1162
At least some circuits have clearly ruled that a court cannot grant a motion for want of response1163
without examining the materials submitted by the movant to determine whether the movant has1164
carried the summary-judgment burden.  This question goes to the core of what summary-judgment1165
practice should be.  As compared to failure to answer a claim, it may be argued that summary1166
judgment is a shortcut that cannot be taken to defeat a right to trial without examining the moving1167
party’s showing.  There is an analogy to failure to appear for trial — a defendant who has answered,1168
denying the allegations, may (at least in some courts) be entitled to require that the plaintiff put on1169
a case.  Even apart from that analogy, summary judgment may be disfavored as an expedient that1170
should defeat the right to trial only if the court accepts the responsibility of examining the summary-1171
judgment showing.1172

Discussion began with the observation that there is a large body of learning on summary1173
judgment.  Many are skeptical of change.  They argue that change will put a thumb on the scale, to1174
make it either easier or more difficult to win summary judgment.  But that seems wrong.  It should1175
be possible to reform the procedure of summary judgment without changing the standards.1176

The next two voices differed.  The first thought the project of revising Rule 56 an excellent1177
idea.  The second thought the project should not be attempted.  In a practical sense, there are no1178
problems.  The problem with the timing provisions is met by routine extensions.  The practicing bar1179
has a good grasp of current practice.  Even if a motion is unopposed, trial judges review the1180
supporting materials to determine whether the motion should be granted.1181

As to the timing provisions, it was noted that they must in any event be considered as part1182
of the time-counting project.1183

A third view, from a practicing lawyer’s perspective, was that "the rule is a wreck."  It is1184
unusual that the text of a rule that plays so dominant a role in the administration of cases is so far1185
divorced from practice.  The rule is very important.  Practice in federal courts, moreover, is1186
increasingly national; it would help national practitioners to have a uniform approach expressed in1187
the national rule.  The project is worth taking on.1188

Further support came with the observation that this is a good project, but it should be divided1189
into separate parts.  One part is the procedure of Rule 56.  Here there is room for some reservations1190
about the level of detail reflected in the draft Rule 56(c) that spells out the detailed obligations of1191
moving and responding parties.  A more fundamental question is whether the rule text should1192
attempt to reflect the Celotex and Liberty Lobby rules.1193

Similar comments further supported some form of Rule 56 revision.  The local rules are an1194
important help for practitioners — those who look only to Rule 56 do the job poorly.  If indeed there1195
is a substantial gap between the rule text and actual practice, so that those who are experienced in1196
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local lore have an advantage over the inexperienced, the project is worthwhile even though it will1197
be challenging.  Rule 56 is a trap for the unwary; practitioners accustomed to state practice in Texas,1198
for example, may fail to oppose a summary-judgment motion in federal court because they expect1199
there will be a live hearing.  The proliferation of local rules shows there is a need to consider the1200
procedures that surround summary judgment; it may be better to avoid the standards that control the1201
decision.1202

A different thought was expressed by observing that summary-judgment procedure imposes1203
costs that may drive out smaller claims.  A claim for less than perhaps $100,000 may not be1204
sufficient to sustain the costs both of opposing summary judgment and also of actually trying the1205
case.  Perhaps there should be a simplified practice for some types of cases that omits summary1206
judgment.  At the same time, another participant recalled the suggestion that perhaps summary1207
disposition is particularly useful in some categories of low-dollar cases, especially simple collection1208
cases.  At the same time, the question of simplified procedure has never disappeared from the1209
agenda; development of any simplified system will include consideration of the proper role of1210
summary procedures.1211

It was suggested that it would be a useful preliminary project to compile a set of local rules1212
to illuminate the approaches that might be taken and to facilitate development of a uniform1213
procedure that will be familiar to many courts and lawyers.  It also would be useful to gather at least1214
a few standing orders from districts that do not have local rules.1215

Yet another member suggested that developing a national rule that conforms to practice in1216
procedural matters is a worthy goal, while it may be better to avoid attempts to define summary-1217
judgment standards.1218

Another brief statement about standards was that reasonably uniform pronouncements may1219
mask substantial differences in application.  Many lawyers and judges believe that some courts are1220
more receptive to summary judgments than are other courts.  The Fifth Circuit, for example, seems1221
receptive.1222

It was noted that Joe Cecil at the Federal Judicial Center has collected a lot of empirical data1223
on the working of summary judgment and is working on it.  This work may be useful in determining1224
whether there is any reason to pursue the standards question.1225

A particular issue of standards was noted.  Many courts have ruled that a trial judge may1226
refuse to allow an interested person to defeat summary judgment by submitting a "self-serving, self-1227
contradicting" affidavit that seeks to retract damaging testimony at an earlier deposition.  The1228
underlying purpose is clear.  It would be all too easy to defeat the purposes of summary judgment1229
if a party need do no more than this.  But the conceptual foundation for the practice is shaky.  A1230
party may, at trial, avert judgment as a matter of law by retracting unfavorable trial testimony.  If1231
summary judgment is controlled by directed-verdict standards, it is difficult to understand why a1232
similar practice should not apply.  To be sure, the district court has discretion to accept the affidavit1233
and deny summary judgment; the most common formulation seeks a plausible explanation for the1234
changed testimony.  This approach might be refined into a rule that a self-serving affidavit need not1235
be accepted to defeat summary judgment because an affidavit is too far removed from the nature of1236
testimony in open court, while retraction at a new deposition following proper notice will defeat1237
summary judgment because the moving party has a better opportunity to test the retraction.  But1238
there was no apparent interest in attempting to transform any such approach into Rule 56 text.1239

The theme of discretion was noted from the more general proposition that, unlike judgment1240
as a matter of law at or after trial, a district judge has discretion to deny summary judgment even1241
though a verdict would have to be directed if the trial produced the same record as is presented on1242
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summary judgment.  This practice is supported by a variety of concerns.  The most obvious is the1243
prospect that even though no sufficient Rule 56(f) showing of a need for further discovery can be1244
made, a better record may emerge at trial.  In related fashion, it may prove more efficient simply to1245
try the case than to agonize over the often diffuse summary-judgment record.  And it is proper to1246
seek the reassurance of an actual trial record when a case presents issues of general public1247
importance or a need to develop the law in light of the inspiration provided by a sure grasp of1248
particular facts.1249

These comments renewed the question whether it is appropriate to define a project that seeks1250
to clarify and improve the procedures that govern summary judgment without attempting to express1251
Rule 56 standards in new language.  Any form of Rule 56 project will be "interesting" in the senses1252
of importance, difficulty, and potential controversy.  But, this comment suggested, it remains1253
worthwhile.1254

The bar groups that suggest many procedure reforms have not sought Rule 56 amendments.1255
But no one has asked for advice, and committee members believe that the American College of Trial1256
Lawyers would be interested.1257

Reluctance was expressed with the thought that any Rule 56 project, however defined, will1258
"elicit neurotic responses from the bar."  All of the sensitive issues will be raised despite careful1259
efforts to address only more narrowly "procedural" problems.  Any project must be long-term.1260
Absent any emergent concern in the bar, it may not be worth it.1261

Discussion turned to Rule 56(f) with the observation that this part of the practice is very1262
important.  What is so important is that Rule 56(f) orders become the focus of regulating and1263
narrowing further discovery.  It may be desirable to consider changes here.  This suggestion was1264
echoed with agreement that the practice is very important, yet many lawyers do not seem to be1265
aware of it while those who are aware do not know how to use it well.  One of the suggestions made1266
with the 1991 draft was that it would be useful to regularize an "offer of proof" procedure that1267
requires a party to justify the need for further discovery by describing the facts it hopes to support1268
by admissible evidence and — if possible — by pointing to inadmissible information that supports1269
the hope that admissible evidence can be found.1270

Rule 56(d) also was noted with the thought that it is little used, but perhaps should be1271
encouraged because taking issues off the table by "partial summary judgment" can simplify the1272
remaining litigation and make it more affordable.  The 1991 draft seemed to encourage this, in part1273
by splitting a general concept of "summary adjudication" into separate categories of "summary1274
judgment" disposing of a claim and "summary determination" that resolves important issues or1275
defenses.1276

The conclusion was that the next step will be to gather local rules and a few illustrative1277
standing orders.  The Federal Judicial Center will be asked to lend such support as it can within the1278
many competing demands on its resources.  The spring meeting will afford an opportunity to decide1279
how to go forward "without sinking into a morass of substantive issues."1280

Rule 8: Notice Pleading1281

Judge Rosenthal introduced notice pleading as one of the fundamental long-range1282
characteristics of the Civil Rules that merits periodic evaluation to determine how well the present1283
system serves the goals articulated in Rule 1.  Do we continue to have the best approach toward1284
accomplishing the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of litigation?  A few years ago the1285
Committee took up the question whether simplified procedures might be adopted to address cost and1286
delay for at least some subset of civil actions.  After finding the questions difficult the Committee1287
postponed further action on that project.  It is appropriate to ask whether the project might be taken1288
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up again, or whether it might be transformed into a general investigation of systems that might1289
elevate the role of pleading and, by diminishing the role of discovery, reduce cost and delay.  The1290
1938 rules focused on individual litigation in a setting that provided a very different mix of cases1291
than we know now.  Changes in the nature of litigation may justify reexamination of the basic1292
system.  At the same time, it must be recognized that notice pleading is a sensitive topic.  To take1293
on the topic is to invite charges that the purpose is to raise barriers, to limit access to court for1294
disfavored types of litigation.  That is not the purpose.  But the topic is one to be approached with1295
great care, if at all.1296

Discussion of notice pleading must always begin with recognition of the great changes made1297
by the Civil Rules in 1938.  Notice pleading and discovery were combined into a new package that1298
heavily discounted the possible value of pleading as a device to screen unfounded claims or to help1299
prepare for trial.  Pleading instead was designed to set the stage for other pretrial devices that would1300
bear the primary responsibility for exchanging fact information and contentions between the parties.1301
Discovery has expanded enormously since 1938, and has been supplemented by the  prediscovery1302
Rule 26(f) conference, disclosure, and proliferating uses of Rule 16 pretrial practice.  The result has1303
been to transform the real meaning of established legal principles and also — in reaction to facts1304
disclosed by discovery that often would never have emerged in any other fashion — to accelerate1305
the development of new legal principles.  Rule 11(b)(3) reflects the interdependence of pleading1306
with discovery and the continually increasing reliance on discovery: it is proper to advance fact1307
contentions without evidentiary support so long as the allegation is "likely to have evidentiary1308
support after a reasonable opportunity for further investigation and discovery."  Civil litigation is1309
a far more powerful instrument of social regulation than it would have been under earlier pleading1310
and discovery systems.1311

These changes have not come free.  The Committee has struggled with calls to control the1312
burdens of discovery almost continually since the 1970 amendments that broadened the scope of1313
discovery.  Discovery questions continue to press, not only in the relatively confined topics1314
addressed at this meeting but also in pervasively difficult and ever-changing subjects such as1315
discovery of electronically stored information.  It is possible to reconsider the decision that the1316
procedural system should support and even encourage litigation based on the hope that discovery1317
will produce support for contentions hoped to be proved but not capable of support at the time of1318
the complaint.  More rigorous pleading standards could be imposed, at least in some cases.1319

The nature of any inquiry into notice pleading must be tempered by asking what notice1320
pleading means in actual practice.  The Supreme Court has twice ruled clearly that "heightened1321
pleading" can be required only when specifically provided by statute or by a Civil Rule, such as the1322
Rule 9(b) provision for pleading fraud or mistake.  Those opinions also suggest that any change1323
should be made in the orderly course of the Rules Enabling Act process.  But other Supreme Court1324
decisions contemporary with these decisions seem to approve heightened pleading requirements.1325
And the lower federal courts, although directed in part by the statements that heightened pleading1326
can be required only under a specific rule or statute, continue at times to demand pleading details1327
that go beyond mere notice of the events that give rise to the plaintiff’s demand for relief.  These1328
practices, persisting over many years in the face of explicit discouraging words, suggest that bare1329
minimum notice pleading may not be the best answer for all cases.  It may be appropriate to ask1330
greater detail in some cases.1331

One obvious approach would be to develop specific pleading rules for specific types of1332
claims, building on the models provided by Civil Rule 9 and by the Private Securities Litigation1333
Reform Act.  This approach, however, has manifest substantive overtones and might augment1334
concerns that heightened pleading requirements spring from distaste for some varieties of legal1335
rights.  It also might prove too confining, imposing demanding standards across entire categories1336
of cases that include many actions that should not be subjected to heightened pleading.1337
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Another approach would be to move back toward fact pleading as a general requirement.1338
The original idea of "Code" pleading may not have been a bad idea; it may have been the1339
implementation by lawyers and judges caught up in the spirit of petty legalism that led to the1340
practices rejected by the move to notice pleading.  Even if that is so, the question would remain1341
whether the same spirit — exacerbated by possible tendencies toward hyper-zealous advocacy —1342
might not lead to equally undesirable results today and tomorrow.1343

Yet another approach would be to make some modest change in Rule 8(a)(2) to emphasize1344
the often forgotten words: "showing that the pleader is entitled to relief."  These words could, if1345
revived, be a strong statement of what notice pleading should be — not a mere identification of an1346
event but a statement that if proved would establish a right to relief.  On this view, they knew what1347
they were saying in 1938, but we have wandered from the intended path.1348

The final suggestion in the agenda materials is that case-specific flexibility might best be1349
achieved by accepting Rule 8(a)(2) as it is and restoring something akin to the bill of particulars1350
practice that was abandoned in 1946.  The Rule 12(e) motion for a more definite statement might1351
be expanded from a device to improve pleadings too incomprehensible to support meaningful1352
response into a device that requires statement sufficient to support informed decision of Rule 121353
motions for disposition on the pleadings.1354

Discussion began with the observation that a common-law process of evolution toward more1355
demanding pleading requirements in some situations, to the extent that it happens, is not a bad thing.1356
A requirement that a pleading actually "show" a right to relief is desirable and "policeable."  This1357
tendency could be enforced by considering further active integration of Rule 8 pleading standards,1358
Rule 16 scheduling and pretrial orders, and Rule 56 summary-judgment practice, encouraging judges1359
to take an active interest in ferreting out the cases that demand more than barebones "Form 9"1360
pleading.  The system seems to work well as it is now.  And even a modest change, such as the draft1361
that would require "a short and plain statement of the claim in sufficient detail to show that the1362
pleader is entitled to relief," would excite vigorous and possibly disturbing reactions.  Although1363
pleading might seem the last best chance to avoid unnecessary pretrial burdens, it might be better1364
to keep the pleading barriers low and reinvigorate summary judgment.1365

The next observation was that these possibilities, and the variations that seem to emerge from1366
the cases, are fascinating.  But it is important to know whether there is a problem.  If lower courts1367
in fact are pretty much doing what a good rule text would have them do, there is little reason to1368
muddy the waters by attempting to ensure that they keep on doing what they are doing anyway.  The1369
law of unintended consequences is real.1370

The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act pleading requirements were noted.  The statute1371
emerged from experience that seemed to suggest that too many cases survived for too long because1372
pleading requirements were inadequate and because there were too many tempting targets in1373
corporate balance sheets.  Some data on the possible impact of the pleading requirements are1374
available.  Information on such matters as the numbers and resolutions of pleading motions are1375
available at Stanford.  It would be useful to find out what can be learned from this experience.1376

It was noted that the PSLRA requirements "frontload the process."  A tremendous amount1377
of prefiling investigation is required.  A 200-page complaint is not uncommon.  But once a motion1378
to dismiss is denied "a case is presumed to have merit."  Settlement is discussed after denial of a1379
Rule 12(b)(6) motion, not deferred until after denial of a summary-judgment motion.  Settlement1380
values have increased dramatically, in part because institutional investors are coming in as plaintiffs.1381
At the same time, there remains a cottage industry of lawyers who bring "stock drop" cases that1382
settle for $5,000,000 to $10,000,000.  Enough of these cases survive motions to dismiss to warrant1383
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filing.  The result may be that the number of actions filed has not been much reduced by the1384
heightened pleading requirements.1385

The question whether trial judges think it would help to change Rule 8 was answered by the1386
information that the Standing Committee has begun to consider these questions.  Less than a year1387
ago it convened a panel to discuss the possibility of learning from the American Law Institute1388
project on Principles of Transnational Procedure.  Professor Hazard and eminent practitioners1389
addressed fact pleading.  The panelists agreed that fact pleading is used now, to educate the judge1390
and to respond to the increasing need to front-load the litigation.  The bar would not resist formal1391
adoption of heightened pleading requirements for some types of cases.  And courts do want1392
heightened pleading in pro se and prisoner cases.  A claim of "conspiracy," for example, may meet1393
a demand for more detailed pleading even though "conspiracy" seems as much a sufficient legal1394
label as the "negligently" label accepted by Form 9.1395

It was noted that beyond telling a persuasive story, practitioners plead more than notice1396
requires to control the definition of issues and to facilitate discovery within the "lawyer-controlled"1397
sphere of Rule 26(b)(1).  The need to show that discovery is aimed at a matter "relevant to the claim1398
or defense of any party" should encourage expanded pleading at two levels — once in detail to1399
establish clearly defined claims and again in broad outline to establish expanded claims that support1400
what otherwise might seem "subject matter" discovery.1401

This suggestion led to the further observation that there are many cases in which the1402
pleadings are not short, but the length results from pleading too much information.  The welter of1403
detail interferes with deciding motions to dismiss and with controlling discovery.  A big share of1404
most district-court dockets is filled by pro se plaintiffs — prisoners, employment discrimination1405
plaintiffs, people who are generally dissatisfied and have nowhere else to go. In some ways pro se1406
litigants are held to lower, more forgiving initial standards.  But in many ways courts have1407
effectively developed separate procedures for handling these cases, often with the help of staff1408
attorneys.  The Prison Litigation Reform Act requires the court to take an early look at a large1409
number of cases, and in effect leads to pleading standards not set out in Rule 8.  More definite1410
statements are often required — courts use Rule 12(e) essentially to address interrogatories to the1411
plaintiff to flesh out the complaint, even though that is not the intended purpose of Rule 12(e).  And1412
the Fifth Circuit has a "Spears" hearing practice under which a magistrate judge simply asks the1413
prisoner to tell the story.  If the system is working, perhaps there is no need to struggle with rules1414
that might articulate flexible principles that correspond to what works best.1415

Later discussion of prisoner and forma pauperis litigation was similar.  Many cases are1416
screened and dismissed without even directing service on the defendant.  (It was noted that service1417
in forma pauperis actions can be a problem because it is the marshal’s responsibility and often the1418
marshals lack sufficient resources for efficient service.)  Prisoner cases are not the source of1419
problems with the pleading rules.1420

It was noted that one hope for the broad scope of initial disclosures adopted in 1993 Rule1421
26(a)(1) was that parties would be stimulated to allege facts with particularity in order to expand the1422
adversary’s disclosure obligations.  The practice endured only for a few years, and only in some1423
districts, and it would be difficult to say whether it actually succeeded in prompting more detailed1424
pleading.  The retrenchment of initial disclosure obligations in the 2000 rules was not shaped by any1425
judgment on this issue.1426

Continuing discussion observed that more definite statements are often required in official1427
immunity cases.1428

And it was suggested that there are few real problems in cases with lawyers, while pro se1429
litigation "is a world unto itself."  But there are lawyer-represented cases that do not yield to a desire1430
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for prefiling investigation.  Civil rights lawyers, for example, would complain that they cannot1431
realistically uncover needed evidence without discovery.  The federal docket does include1432
automobile collisions, slip-and-falls, small business transactions gone bad.  Notice pleading may1433
work well in these cases.1434

Another observation was that much motion practice is not under Rule 12(e) for a more1435
definite statement.  Defendants do not want to prompt a more detailed statement of their wrong acts.1436
They use motions to delay the start of discovery, perhaps also with the hope of winning when the1437
plaintiff does not do its job well.  But in complex litigation the complaints are not short and plain;1438
they are "long and fancy."  These complaints move well beyond the function of simple notice of the1439
claim.1440

It was suggested that relying on the combination of notice pleading and discovery may raise1441
problems if there is reason to worry about the cost of discovery.  And pointed out that one recent1442
action settled for $3,000,000,000 without discovery after denial of a motion to dismiss, and1443
responded that in securities and like litigation there may be less need for discovery because public1444
filings supply much useful information.1445

Rule 11 was brought back to the discussion, noting that it encourages filing before1446
investigating and wondering why defendants should be made to bear discovery costs when the1447
plaintiff can point to no more than a reasonable hope that its allegations will have evidentiary1448
support after discovery.  Toxic tort litigation provides frequent examples of filings that are "way out1449
ahead of the science."  The result is five or six years of mostly one-way discovery in which the1450
plaintiffs seek to build from the fact that a contaminant has been released to some evidence of actual1451
harm.1452

These discussions of complex litigation led to the observation that the Manual for Complex1453
Litigation illustrates methods of management.  The spectrum runs from that end to "the most oblique1454
prisoner complaint."  Revising Rule 8 is not a likely path of change.  A more likely useful idea1455
would be to expand Rule 12(e), establishing greater discretion to demand added detail on a case-by-1456
case basis.  This suggestion drew added support.  The illustrative draft in the agenda is useful.  The1457
cases now say that Rule 12(e) is available only when the responding party cannot reasonably be1458
required to frame a responsive pleading; it is not to be used to elicit greater detail to help determine1459
whether the plaintiff can allege facts sufficient, if eventually proved, to establish a claim.  Revision1460
might help.  This flexibility would not be used to demand greater detail in every case — there would1461
be little point in attempting to require such detailed pleading of a negligence claim as to support1462
decision on the pleadings.  But it could be useful in other areas.  Something like this occurs1463
frequently now in official-immunity cases.1464

Complex litigation came back with the suggestion that the motion to dismiss is attractive to1465
defendants not because complaints fail to state the elements of a claim but because in some areas1466
of the law we have Code pleading in practice.  The Dura Pharmaceuticals decision in the Supreme1467
Court this year is an illustration of imposing demands of particularized pleading that are difficult1468
to satisfy.1469

The immediate question was put: are any of the proposals sketched in the agenda materials,1470
or still others, sufficiently attractive that more information should be sought?  Or even to move1471
directly toward shaping a specific proposal?  Or should the broad notice-pleading topic simply be1472
held open for possible eventual consideration?1473

One answer was suggested — the place to look for reform is not Rule 8 but Rule 56 summary1474
judgment.  This meeting has shown a live possibility that Rule 56 should become the focus of a1475
major project in any event. But another answer might be that pleading motions really do serve good1476
purposes and should be encouraged by ratcheting up pleading requirements.  Yet another may be1477
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simply to let things keep "cranking along," reasoning that discovery costs are not disproportionate1478
in most federal-court actions.1479

Another suggestion was that it would be helpful to learn what district judges around the1480
country think.  Do they think they need greater authority to demand more particularity?  That they1481
could do more productive things by other means?1482

One judge suggested that different cases require different things.  A direct attack on notice1483
pleading will start a long battle.  It is not clear that there is a problem.  There are better things to do.1484

A new thought emerged in the suggestion that a very important practice has developed in the1485
use of "extraneous documents" on motions to dismiss.  The practice seems to vary.  Much turns on1486
whether a complaint somehow "incorporates" a document, but the test is unclear.  Consideration of1487
the document is available on the face of the pleadings if it is incorporated; otherwise it can be1488
considered only by treating the motion as one for summary judgment. It would be useful to find clear1489
and consistent answers.1490

Another suggestion was that deferral is better.  The problem is not notice pleading.  It lies1491
instead in a culture of lawyers who are good at discovery, but do not know much about trial.  Notice1492
pleading is the heart of the system.1493

Practice probably varies among different judges. Some judges "go for the jugular," pressing1494
the parties to bring cases on for trial within 12 months.  Others are more relaxed, waiting to see what1495
the parties bring to them.  The pleading rules should be revised to give the judge greater authority1496
to require details that cut through the fog generated by some cases.  Revision of Rule 12(e) may1497
work better than changing Rule 8.1498

The question was asked directly: "To what end"?  If not a change in notice pleading1499
standards, would increased use of Rule 12(e) increase dismissals?  We do not now seem to have a1500
fact pleading practice that applies comprehensively to all cases, ordinary and complex alike.1501

A similar caution was voiced by expressing reluctance to build in a third layer of delay.1502
Motion practice in federal courts often resembles local state practice.  Increased use of Rule 12(e)1503
motions would lead to a routine presentation of three motions before trial: a 12(e) motion for a more1504
definite statement, followed by a motion to dismiss, followed by a motion for summary judgment.1505
Each motion builds in delay.  And there may be repeated motions for summary judgment, although1506
some courts require that a party seek permission to file more than one.1507

It was suggested that Rule 12(g) requires consolidation of motions, reducing the risk of1508
multiple motions.  But it was responded that often the motions must be considered separately —1509
consideration of a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim is not likely to be sensible before the1510
court decides whether to require a more definite statement of the claim.1511

A tentative consensus seemed to be that no one had suggested serious study of the possibility1512
that Rule 8 might be changed to require fact pleading as the basic starting point.  That leaves the1513
question whether some less sweeping changes should be studied.  The Committee is charged with1514
the task of ensuring that the rules fit evolving needs.  These questions might be approached1515
generally, or perhaps as part of a simplified procedure project.1516

The first recommendation was to do nothing now.1517

A different recommendation was that it might help to get a better sense of what judges are1518
doing now.  Thomas Willging noted that it is relatively easy to undertake a survey that asks the1519
opinions of district judges, but that it is tricky to frame "opinion" questions that will yield actually1520
useful information.  A different approach might be to do an electronic survey in a few districts to1521
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see what kinds of motions and orders related to pleading are being made.  It also might be possible1522
to look for local rules addressing specific categories of cases; some districts, for example, have local1523
rules for patent cases.  Standing orders also may address these issues, such as the orders in some1524
districts that require a detailed case statement in actions under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt1525
Organizations Act.  These possibilities will be pursued further with the Federal Judicial Center,1526
recognizing that requests for its valuable help are constantly at risk of outstripping available1527
resources.1528

The proposal to seek FJC help was met by asking whether there are identifiable problems1529
that warrant the expenditure of resources.  A response was that there has long been a demand for1530
better tools for early management of lots of cases that survive for longer, and at greater expense,1531
than they should.  It is difficult to know whether there really is a problem and an opportunity here.1532
It would be useful to find out.  But it was rejoined that this Committee represents a good cross-1533
section of experience and perspectives, and has not identified any clear problems.  It has been agreed1534
that pro se cases present separate issues.  Apart from that, is there a problem?  The toxic tort1535
example may not be a pleading problem, but instead a problem of ambitious law and still inadequate1536
science.1537

An observer suggested that for at least 25 years the Committee has worked toward focusing1538
litigation on the merits.  The remaining links to study are notice pleading and summary judgment.1539
Defense lawyers and litigants think it would be useful to study these practices in addition to the1540
ongoing concerns with discovery.1541

A responding question asked whether there are data showing how cases against corporate1542
defendants get knocked out of the system — does it happen at pleading?  On summary judgment?1543
At trial?  The answer was that no helpful studies are known.1544

A tentative summary of the discussion was offered by suggesting that the desirability of1545
enlisting FJC help depends on how great are the strains on their resources.  There may be something1546
valuable to be done with pleading, but the level of interest seems to be "cool, not frozen."1547

So which might come first, pleading or summary judgment?  Or might they be done1548
together?  With Rule 56 the greatest interest seems directed to the procedures rather than the1549
standards; a collection of local rules could provide real help in suggesting desirable procedures.1550
This is a well-defined project.  It is more difficult to articulate the dimensions of a pleading project,1551
particularly if indeed there is consensus that Rule 8 should not be amended.1552

Perhaps it will turn out that a Rule 56 project could be coupled with some elements of a Rule1553
8 project.  A search of local rules and standing orders could consider both summary-judgment1554
practices and also any identifiable pleading practice rules or standing orders.  An electronic docket1555
search also might give a better sense of what courts are doing with asserted pleading deficiencies.1556
It was agreed that this would be a sensible starting point if the FJC is able to undertake it.1557

It will be more difficult to find a way to identify cases that cannot be dismissed under present1558
pleading practice but that should be dismissed.  Perhaps, after the first phase, it will be useful to go1559
to bar groups to ask for advice.1560

It was observed that the Standing Committee, having already started down the road on this1561
subject, might be interested in considering the question whether there are pleading problems that1562
warrant the arduous work that would be needed to develop proposals for significant change.

Respectfully submitted,
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Edward H. Cooper
Reporter


